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ABSTRACT 

5 

The thesis examines how the American novelist William Gaddis 

replenishes the tradition of the novel by way of a parodic subversion 

of its enabling assumptions. In the face of the subject's on-going 

marginalization, mimetic narrative appears as an "exhausted" literary 

form. JR (1975) directs the reader's attention to the complexity of 

language. In that sense, the novel problematizes the conditions for 

the existence of meaning in fiction. By means of narrative dissemination, 

Gaddis points to those anarchic energies in oral speech, which thwart 

efforts to instrumentalize language. Human beings in JR do not possess 

a recognizable personality, they are metonymic functions of cultural 

discourses. Deprived of their origins, they have to cope with an orphaned 

existence. The author also suspends his controlling functions and becomes 

a narrative stumbling block through disconcerting intrusions. Thus the 

text is constituted from the diversity of linguistic material in popular 

culture. 
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A patchwork of conceits, borrowings, deceptions, the inside's a 
hodgepodge of good intentions like one last ridiculous effort at 
something worth doing even on this small a scale, because it's 
stood here, hasn't it, foolish inventions and all it's stood here 
for ninety years...(Carpenter's Gothic 227/ 228) 

"On the hole business is very good."-

WILLIAM GADDIS'REWRITING OF NOVELISTIC TRADITION 

IN (1975). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most artists that we encounter in William Gaddis' second novel 

JR (1975) are paralyzed by a problem that might easily be one of the 

central philosophical aporiae of the twentieth century: the question 

whether human action is worth doing at all. In a world where the 

individual cannot find any plausible teleological patterns by which to 

realize his own nature as a human being and in which the capitalist 

system increasingly marginalizes the power of the subject, a human being 

may regard meaningful action as virtually pointless. 

The French thinker Michel Foucault connects this predicament 

with the transition between two major epistemes which has taken place 

around the turn of the 19th to the 20th century: from a cultural system 

where the human subject was the unified dominant consciousness of the 

universe, we have moved into the awareness that we can only picture the 

self as a plurality of fragile subjectivities which can never be identical 

with its own consciousness. Due to recent developments in the New 

Physics, information theory, and microbiology, the human being must 

feel completely alienated from his own species, from the processes of 



labor, and from nature. Western culture does not reproduce itself mainly 

through human ideas, but through means and materials of production. 

In the Postmodern age, every branch of cultural systems has been 

totally subsumed under Capitalist modes of production, so that we can 

no longer imagine cultural alternatives to what exists at the moment.* 

The detrimental consequences of Capitalist production are ubiquitous, 

because everywhere meaningful use-value is transformed into mere exchange-

value. Whereas a prominent Modernist thinker like Theodor Adorno could 

still insist on Utopian possibilities conceived out of a negative 

dialectic, Postmodern thinkers do not foresee a reversability of present 

damages.^ The destruction of culture has left a disturbing vacancy of 

plausible truths and a puzzling heterogeneity of critical angles which 

can no longer presume a monopoly of interpretation. This century has 

eroded traditional definitions of the self. 

Jacques Lacan's revisions of Freudian psychoanalysis in particular 

have provided a theory that imagines the constitution of the self in a 

materialist light as emerging from linguistic processes.3 According to 

Lacan, the individual is positioned under the symbolic order in 

socialization, because such a system of cultural signification always 

* In these passages I am indebted to Frederic Jameson's essay 
"Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism," translated 
in Huyssen/Scherpe Postmoderne: Zeichen eines kulturellen Wandels. 

2 On the subject of Adorno, I consulted Rainer Nagele's 
illustrative essay "The Scene of the Other: Theodor W. Adorno's Negative 
Dialectic in the Context of Poststructuralism." 

3 In my remarks on Lacan I am indebted to chapter 6 in John Coward's 
and Rosalind Ellis' book Language and Materialism: Developments in 
Semiology and the Theory of the Sub.iect. 



exists prior to language. A preliminary concept of reality is forged 

during the mirror stage, because the child recognizes its distinctness 

from the mother and misperceives itself as an ideal ego which preserves 

narcissistic self-regard. The child compensates the temporary absence 

of the mother in the fort/da game. The substitution of the toy for the 

mother in this game introduces the child to the symbolic order. The 

negation of the mother's plenitude is modified into positive value with 

the child's subordination to the symbolic chain of signifiers. By way 

of language, a culture adapts the child to the law of the Father, the 

linguistic function of patriarchal rule. This privileging of the father 

is based on the figural representation of difference as an absolute 

criterion of value based on the perception of absence or presence of 

the penis after the castration complex. 

This actualization of the semiotic self takes place for Lacan 

along continuous movements from the signifier to the signified. The 

individual is deprived of the totality of his desires, as the introduction 

to the order of signs causes an irrevocable loss of emotional plenitude. 

Each realization of different versions of fragile subjectivities promises 

and defers the self. The identity of the self with its own consciousness 

is always a fiction, an illusion, an object of desire or a mask to 

obliterate loss or existential privation. 

Unfulfilled desire lies hidden in the faults of language, where 

it generates omnipresent libidinal economies. All forms of cultural 

exchange spring forth from the fort/da game as the basis for the 

development into the "three major forms of exchange by which society 

reproduces itself (language, sexuality and economics), each of which 
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requires a fixed positionality (addressor-addressee; masculine-feminine; 

buyer-seller)" (Coward/Ellis 58). Systems of exchange displace, but 

reinscribe a lack of being as an ontological impetus into their system: 

in this sense "on the hole business is very good" (JR 681). 

The new model of human subjectivity is corroborated by the 

Derridean critique of the sign. Jacques Derrida sees in the history of 

the sign in Western metaphysics the systematic tendency to obfuscate 

the material process of signification. Western thinking has privileged 

speech before writing as the location of the subject's desired self-

presence. For the French philosopher it is crucial, however, that the 

actual movement of the signifier on its perpetual journey to the signified 

is a dissemination, an endless deferral of the final meaning, never an 

arrival at decisive truth-value. The totality of the signified can barely 

be ascertained in a text, as the signifier is always fleeing from the 

diversity of reality. Thus, the self can never be present in language. 

Writing as the gesture of self-externalization is figuratively closer 

to the wanderings of the human unconscious (Derrida:Grammatoloqy 6). 

The Postmodern literary text responds directly to the absence 

of the human subject: narrative participates in a libidinal economy, as 

a linguistic body which bears inscribed traces of desire for identity. 

In the traditional narrative, the protagonist attempts to return to the 

symbolic father, who guarantees the absolute beginning of signification. 

The return to the father signals the closure of identity and meaning. 

A unified source of meaning has been lost in the Postmodern text and 

consequently, the characters engage in a futile search for identity. The 
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narrative becomes language without origin, not a gradual unfolding of 

the plot-secret. 

Literati in the twentieth century have been preoccupied with 

the problematic of language as the ontological basis of our being. Many 

Postmodern writers have critiqued the mimetic representability of the 

world through language. It has become less challenging for writers to 

convey what the story is about, but in what manner the story is told. 

Authors of fiction have reevaluated the governing premises of the 

novelistic genre in order to see in which way traditional narrative 

transports unconscious assumptions about the shape of reality. 

Traditional narrative is for our purposes defined as a set of generic 

conventions which perpetuate a mythological, reductive concept of 

signification. This theory is founded on the misleading premise that a 

mimetic presentation of reality renders an authentic and sufficient 

"slice of life." Fiction in that way has upheld a myth of realism, which 

advocates the illusion that the world is transparent for human 

perception.4 

By analyzing the myth of a monolithic mimetic language, the 

Russian critic Bakhtin in particular has restored covert language 

boundaries, which constantly stratify the linguistic structure (Bakhtin 

370). He distinguishes centripetal forces in language which serve to 

unify the verbal-ideological world and centrifugal energies that create 

disunification and stratification (Bakhtin 270-271). Language for him , 

4 If I use the term "realism" hereafter, I use it in a descriptive 
sense in order to identify attempts to represent reality mimetically 
and not as a reference to the historical category of 19th century 
"realist" literature. 
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always operates in the arena of dialogized heteroglossia, which is the 

multiplicity of conflicting discourses. Discourses are always saturated 

with diverse power-interests. 

Michel Foucault has unburied in discourses the moment of 

dissociation between the inseparable constative and rhetorical side of 

the signifier through a negation of the intentionality that constitutes 

every speech act (Foucault "Discourse" 218). In society, we find, 

according to Foucault, an omnipresence of force relations, which result 

in power-struggles that are "permanent, repetitious, inert, and self-

producing" (Foucault 94). Power relations precede cultural exchange and 

emerge from them at the same time. Ideologies function as representations 

of imaginary force relations, that legitimate a particular interest. 

Only the resurrection of language barriers can make the dialogic principle 

in language visible again. The novel for Bakhtin makes waste-products 

of verbal-ideological struggle in communication reappear through the 

invasion of the parodic and the carnivalesque. Postmodernist fiction 

disrupts the monolithic view of language and thematizes instead the 

hermeneutic conflict that is the subject of most narratives: an author 

like William Gaddis radically questions the conditions for the existence 

of meaning, frequently through Bakhtinian subversions of received forms. 

In that respect, many contemporary writers have revealed a more 

fundamental epistemological doubt about the trustworthiness of reality 

than their Modernist precursors like Faulkner, Woolf or Joyce who engaged 

already in literary experiments. 

The intelligibility of significant structures has already been 

scrutinized in high Modernist fiction. Yet, many Modernists still 
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maintain traditional assumptions about the work of art as redemptive 

deviation of artistic subjectivity from a formless and fragmented everyday 

existence. Modernist art claims to be a counter-movement against the 

cultural practices of the bourgeois society. In the light of waning 

cultural traditions these artists recuperate myth as a means of 

establishing authenticity in art and reality. In "The Waste Land," for 

example, Eliot mourns cultural decline, while he advocates simultaneously 

the necessity for rebirth by way of an exchange between past and present. 

As a result of the preoccupation with history, many Modernist texts 

abound with a great amount of elitism. The artist's retreat into the 

aesthetic widens the gap between highbrow and popular culture, because 

the formal and intertextual difficulties of language impede the 

comprehension of the text. 

In Gaddis' The Recognitions(1955). the "anxiety of the influence" 

through the Modernists remains evident. Critics like Tanner and Benstock 

have seen in particular the influence of Joyce's Ulvsses and T.S. Eliot's 

The Waste Land, influences which Gaddis always has disclaimed. In this 

novel, Gaddis indeed probes the possibility of art in the twentieth 

century by presenting us with a truly "encyclopedic" array of intermingled 

stories. Stylistically, The Recognitions follows many high modernist 

traditions: the frequent use of dialogue and stream-of-consciousness, a 

simultaneity and discontinuity of temporal events, the collage of high 

and low culture. Narrative fuses with historical references to a textual 

space, which proves Gaddis' desire to provide the Modern times with a 

renewed consciousness of a mythical past. Art is the arena where the 

mythical and the present meet to create a fleeting "near-recognition" 
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of reality by providing an insight into the psychological deep structure 

of human existence. Even though the book will strike us today as less 

experimental than JR, the text is difficult, as it requires great 

erudition to be comprehended. 

Confronted with the growing awareness that the subject is 

groundlessly displaced, Postmodernist authors like John Barth and William 

Gaddis question the possibility to foreground the powers of subjective 

consciousness in a Capitalist system that impregnates all cultural 

articulation. Myth cannot reassemble contemporary reality, if all ideas 

are caught in material force relations. Postmodernist authors consider 

it their task to revitalize fiction playfully through a synthesis of 

the usable tradition of realist narrative and experimental techniques 

of writing,"a synthesis or transcension of these antitheses, which may 

be summed up as pre-modernist and modernist modes of writing" (Barth 

203). William Gaddis'promotes a revitalization of the genre with his 

novel JR (1975) through the attenuation of the novel's parodic, eclectic 

tradition. The text appears accessible in the sense that it restores 

the genre on the basis of oral discourse. The novel is, however, in a 

paradoxical sense more experimental than Gaddis' first book, because he 

radically probes in JR the conditions for the arrival at meaning in 

narrative: the surface of oral immediacy is revealed as the deceptive 

authenticity of the familiar and concrete. Even though the text maintains 

a semblance of a plot, Gaddis conveys information differently from his 

classic precursors through techniques of narrative dispersion. Gaddis' 

de/reconstructive approach to the literary text is the consistent parodic 

subversion of the enabling assumptions of the traditional mimetic 



narrative. The supreme parody lies in the fact that Gaddis refuses for 

the novel JR the participation in those cultural systems which reproduce 

values. The novel then defies teleological readings of the text. Its 

very lack of productivity makes JR a cultural waste-product: a useless 

enterprise like fireworks, the novel is regenerated as a form of verbal 

"pyrotechnics," because "pyrotechnics would simulate perfectly the sterile 

consumption of energies in jouissance" (Lyotard, Acinema 351). The reader 

experiences the text as aberration from the libidinal economy of narrative 

normality, which is to say the reader realizes that narrative energies 

have been expended for the sheer pleasure of writing without a prospect 

of return. The novel grows freely as irreducibly different from all 

representational angles on reality, because in the age of mass media 

all representation conveys mere simulacra of the phenomenal. Literature 

has become focused on "the mediating divergence from the transparency 

of expression that we comprehend as 'empirical' reality" (O'Donnell 149). 

The subject is indeed substituted in this text by characters 

who have diminished into textual functions of the ongoing discourses. 

Consequently, the characters are only crossings of various competing 

modes of discourses. In the existential orphanhood of the artist Bast, 

the novel rejects the quest for genealogy as the "theoretical precondition 

of all structure" (Con Davis 9). In the same vein, the author in Gaddis' 

novel suspends his traditional role as the singular controller of meaning 

in the text. Being a function at the crossroad of multiple discourses 

himself, the author loses his authority as the absolute first Word. The 

originality of the author as the creator of new thoughts is lost, when 

the text is inundated with intertextual traces from all sides. The book 
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as an aesthetic concept loses its "aura" of uniqueness and becomes 

reproducable as a product of everyday language material. 

Gaddis shifts the reader's attention to the remarkable complexity 

of language, that is to say, to the multiple situational and ideological 

aspects of culture which shape a communicative context. He makes the 

reader aware of the intricate "language boundaries" that stratify every 

language. Signification in the novel is at the verge of losing its 

traditional function of communication. In a culture where signs are 

preferably reduced to exchange-value, language resists the inclusion 

under a system of prescribed meanings. 

The reader serves as a shareholder in the democratic realm of 

letters that JR represents. The reader's desire for imitation may not 

be satisfied, instead the reader receives alternative pleasures from 

the combinational delight to figure out connections in the text like a 

detective in collaboration with the author. In that sense the author 

dispenses with his authority as the unifying source of interpretation. 

Through active involvement, the reader is asked to give his share in 

the democratic activity of inscribing a meaning into the "writerly text." 

Here the reader constructs both, meaning like a writer and himself as a 

self reading signs in the world. We witness 

ourselves writing, before the infinite play of the world (the 
world as function) is traversed, intersected, stopped, plasticized 
by some singular system (Ideology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces 
the plurality of entrances, the opening of networks, the infinity 
of languages (S/Z 5). 

In that sense the reader holds a share in the democratic activity of 

reading the text of culture critically. 



II. CHARACTERS IN JR - COHERENT ENTITIES OR 
"MARIONETTES WITH STRINGS IN TANGLES" ? 

When John Barth spoke of the "exhaustion" of literature in 1967 

he was correlating the depletion and impoverishment of a particular 

literary tradition to the disappearance of the autonomous, distinct 

self in literary texts. Fragmentation of sensibility and perception have 

substituted the self as a perceptual whole. Characters in Postmodern 

fiction often strive desperately for their identity without ever attaining 

a oneness with their origin, which would be the return to a primal unity 

with one's self, a return to the first cause of personality. 

An analysis of the characters in the novel JR reveals their 

general loss of individuality. This vacancy is supplemented by perma

nently elusive states of subjectivity. Through his disruptive and 

subversive treatment of characters, Gaddis challenges our assumptions 

about the constitution of literay figures in classical narrative. Tradi

tional patterns of character-representation which have focused on the 

gradual unraveling of a "real secret self hidden somewhere" as an identi

fiable consciousness beyond the text have been abandoned (CG 193/4). Like 

"the marionette with strings in tangles" that are mentioned several times 

times in the text, characters seem predetermined by the communicative 

rules of exchange games. In that sense, competing modes of discourses 

constitute the characters as textual functions. 

Classical narrative grants the individual character the central 

role in the narrative. Such texts see textual oppositions as emerging 

from conflicts within an individual or from a group of individuals. 
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Gaddis persistently decenters his characters and degrades them into 

products and mirrors of dominant communicative and ideological processes. 

Many characters in the text are involved in the economic or legal voca

tions with the consequence that their linguistic usage is largely reflect

ing the speech-patterns of their surrogate parent, often the company. 

Due to the fact that economy in the novel JR determines the 

characters'socioeconomic status and self-image, the text suggests a 

distinction of characters into essentially two categories, those asso

ciated with the world of business and those linked up with art. All 

characters alike are measured by their usefulness for the economy and 

partake in the discourse of money. Culture has channeled its individuals 

into a limited number of behavioral codes. As productivity in the sense 

of Capitalist society means largely observation of behavioral norms, we 

encounter among all characters a remarkable lack of active response to 

their environment. Instead, the status of a character is established 

through cultural discourses. 

As characters are constituted by discourses, the text complicates 

the relationship between the characters and their name. We never learn 

a character's name from the narrator, but through dialogues. The nature 

of identification through the conversations is deliberately disconcerting. 

Some characters' names suggest an allusion to an external referent: 

Whiteback, for instance, who tries to keep his back clean by use of empty 

technological jargon, Schramm as a mere open wound.5 In other cases, 

5 The word "Schramme" means in German: wound, scar or bruise. 
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names refer to a social context of signification. The names Grynszpan 

and Piscator refer to authentic historical persons, but the attempt to 

extrapolate an applicable teleological system from these names fails.® 

Gaddis offers us names as narrative baits which lure the reader into a 

process of allegorization. Characters are in general too complex, their 

behavior too rapidly shifting as that they could be subsumed under a 

unifying scheme of historical interpretation.^ Characters do not support 

a totalizing concept of history: Skinner does not represent the psycho

logist B.F.Skinner, and his role as a textbook salesman is only peripher

ally related to the school of behaviorism. At best, his name suggests 

satiric possibilities in the way he promotes behaviorist pedagogy in the 

school. 

The identity of name and person is dissociated in the sense that 

predications can only illuminate a reductive segment of a character's 

personality. Bast's name is frequently distorted, Amy Joubert has three 

different surnames during the course of the narrative, Gibbs and JR both 

use the alter ego Grynszpan. Names merely allow for identification and 

equip a specific idiolect or jargon with authorship. With the name, we 

primarily associate the linguistic culture speaking through the speech 

6 Grynszpan was the young Jew who killed a German consulate official 
in Paris 1938. This crime gave the Nazis an official reason to trigger 
off the Reichskristallnacht. the beginning of public atrocities against 
Jewish citizens. Erwin Piscator was an influential German stage-director 
during the Weimar Republic. 

7 Even the scholar who developed the concept "entropy" can only 
account for a few aspects of the complex character Gibbs. 
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acts of a certain discourse. In the following scene, Davidoff talks in 

his professional jargon: 

Boss likes his messages brief and to the point yes whole change
over in the magazine's title from Her to She, passive to active 
image whole new concept came out of in-depth studies on potential 
readership modern gal's self-image came a long way baby clean 
break from this old-fashioned passive Her flat on the back mis
sionary position, new concept gets her right up in the saddle... 
(JR 535) 

Davidoff's speech is so elliptical that his statements are almost as 

"precise," factual and stereotypical, as the boss wants them. It is 

characteristic of his jargon that causal connections are omitted for 

the sake of brevity as a result of professional pressures. Only the 

context helps to understand causal connections, if the conjunctions are 

omitted. Proper names fail to point to the inalienable property of the 

individual, they only hint at the castrated individual who does not 

need the name any longer to distinguish himself from others. 

We find a similar erasure of personal limits in the description 

of characters' outward appearance, which amounts to nothing but fragmented 

corporeality. We hear about limbs and arms and legs, yet we barely find 

out about the complete physical appearance of the characters. Matanle 

calls the presentation of bodies in JR an "awkward assemblage of limbs" 

(Matanle 111). Bodies are presented in permanent states of dissonance 

and chaos. 

Gaddis underpins this point through frequent references to the 

cosmogony of Empedocles. The pre-socratic Empedocles envisions nature 

as a permanent exchange of Love (the One, form) and Strife (chaos, 

reality) (Empedocles 174-181). Bodies in the novel indeed do not achieve 
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a single moment of restive permanence. Consider for example the following 

passage, in which Gibbs articulates disparate impressions at Penn Station: 

...elbows found ribs and shoulders backs- place is like the 
dawn of the world here, this way... countless hands and unattached 
eyes, faces looking in different directions, rolled newspapers 
clutched and their wives' umbrellas, frankfurters redolent, a 
muffled explosion and falling glass.(OR 161) 

In the endless crowd of people at the subway station, it is virtually 

impossible for an observer to picture a human being coherently. Therefore 

Gibbs' analogy is suitable in order to demonstrate that the human body 

does not appear as an entirety, but in perceptual splitting in the middle 

of multiple sensual impressions. The passage indicates the rule of Strife 

as prevalent in the lives of modern man in the form of stress and noise 

with the consequence that the subject and his actions have been visually 

segregated from each other. All perceptual clarity has vanished at 

this point. 

Gibbs parallels this scenario of disorder to "the dawn of the 

world" with a purpose in mind. Before there was ever a form, before 

symbolic formations could ever represent subjects as unified, there 

was, according to Empedocles, the sheer disparity of the self: no unity 

of perception, just scraps and pieces of bodies. Before the symbolic 

order controls a human being, the human being witnesses his corpus in 

such chaotic, bodily uncoordinated disorder. Only socialization helps 

us to regulate bodily movements. The text resurrects temporarily the 

emergence of the individual from the preconceptual realm before the 

mirror stage. Usually, the symbolic order obliterates these connections 

between the pre-1 inguistic and the land of language, so that our physical 
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coherence maintains a natural appearance. The text recovers for a 

fleeting moment the vision of a subject before the existence of distinct 

boundaries -the individual capable of jouissance. The text, here and 

elsewhere, points the reader to the problematic character of perceptual 

boundaries. The unity of the human body may be a wilful misapprehension 

of the human mind to preserve ideal projections of the ego. 

Consequently, the reader of JR may never picture a coherent 

subject except through extrapolations or abstractions from pieces of 

the self. The dominance of interpersonal struggle leaves the human body 

wounded, mutilated, crippled, invalid and infinitely vulnerable. The 

text abounds in examples of catastrophic events that cripple the human 

physique. One might mention the accidents of Schramm, Hyde and 

diCephalis, which coerce all three of them to wear bandages. Differences 

between characters dwindle into insignificance as in the example of 

diCephalis and Hyde, a comical Jekyll and Hyde pair. The boundaries 

between distinct characters dissolve, when they both wear bandages which 

ban their faces from sight. Again, we find the individual confronted 

with the confusion of identities under pressures of role-observance. 

Physical contacts between persons also create hazardous enter

prises for the narrative norm, when the separateness of two characters 

threatens to disintegrate. Jack and Amy's intercourse resembles more a 

struggle between two wrestlers than a romantic description about inter

course. Even at the moment, when two people could be the most intimate 

with each other, togetherness is an illusion if struggle for prevalence 

takes place: 



...her head fell back to the pillow, his buried in her throat, 
in her hair lips seeking the details of her ear, moving hands 
stilled and, stilled, moving again as though life had stopped 
threatened only to seize it where her breast yielded, to flee 
that and descend to climb the cradled rise of bone and over 
perfect smoothness cleave down where creviced fingertips engulfed 
in taste and raising pinks to purple browns clawed at the confine 
of their single sense, sudden heat puckered tight against their 
plunge to depths come opened wide as her knee rose heavy over 
him,...(JR 483). 

Here, the regular syntax has been abandoned entirely to present a 

conflation of body parts, smells and forceful actions. Figural language 

presents us with an ascent to a rugged plain of bodies, "the cradled 

rise of bone," which ends with the abrupt fall into the maelstroem, 

"their plunge to depths." In these moments of ecstasy, Gibbs is launched 

into an engulfing whirlpool that makes bodily and perceptual barriers 

dissolve and for a second he may envision himself back in unity with 

the mother. The moment of birth is even evoked "as her knee rose heavy 

over him." As in the time before birth, the physical and spatial 

boundaries of characters are not distinguishable, so that there is no 

longer a perceptual distinctness. Such intimacy must be dangerous for 

an insecure subject, because all masks of his identity are torn off: 

the scene concludes appropriately with Gibbs'temporary impotence. 

Gaddis may just circumvent the inevitable failure of 

representation. The description of orgiastic passions can never succeed 

in an adequate mimesis. Instead of trying the inconceivable approximation 

to the referent (two people making love), Gaddis recoils from the 

presentation of a subject and obscures the visual clarity of the scene 

under a matrix of multiple metaphors. Through the use of metaphorically 
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loaded or abstract descriptions, the person is removed from the visual 

imagination of the reader. 

The illusion of mimetic representability is destroyed here and 

induces us to wonder to what extent description can reveal us anything 

authentic about a character at all. The material that the narrator 

attempts to depict is already impaired and damaged by Capitalist 

production, as if matter resists the human desire for mimesis. Permanent 

violence is also inflicted upon those objects that are attributed to 

characters as paraphernalia: shoes are ripped, shoelaces burned, clothes 

torn. As objects that the narrator sets out to describe smother under 

the lenses of the narrator, it seems that mimetic representation is 

called into question as a self-consuming enterprise. By force of its 

richness, reality repudiates perception that pretends to present the 

real. 

Gaddis also toys with the traditional reader's desire for the 

ostentatious exhibition of subjects by way of meticulous attention to 

details. The text introduces Senator Pecci in the following way: "as 

the bUie stone ring borne on Pecci's hand ceased darting about in 

handshakes and withdrew to highlight his pinstripe presence" (JR 24). 

By referring to the politician as a "pinstripe presence," Gaddis 

emphasizes the fact that the traditional reader is easily led to believe 

that the narrator describes the phenomenon of "presence" existing outside 

and prior to the text. The reader easily tends to become victimized to 

the illusion that an object in a text is in some sense "real," even 
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though the signifying structure keeps objects always at a distance from 

human understanding. 

If a person or an object is showcased, as in the scene above, 

the narrator applies a cinematographic metaphor in order to underwrite 

that the characters fashion themselves like actors. Frequently, 

characters manipulate the observer's impression of them by stylizing 

their appearances as a social mask. But at moments of exposure we can 

peek through this curtain of suave manners. Characters move "with a 

badly choreographed sidestep" (JR 95). We also follow the PR-expert 

Davidoff "toward the visitor's gallery where football field hyperbole 

addressed them in a voice strategically boxed along the rail" (JR 81). 

Characters are practiced in gestures, movements, facial expressions and 

other nonlinguistic means of expression in order to manipulate other 

people. Individuals plan every movement and gesture of their body, 

because they feel the compulsion to leave an imprint of their perfect 

appearance in public. 

The discrepancy of self and identity which necessitates the 

self-fashioning of characters is perverted to the point that a character 

like Davidoff seems to lack a recognizable personality behind his 

appearance. Signals that the reader gets from the character do not hint 

at an inner self, but merely at those motivations of Davidoff's behavior 

that are located at the surface: to function successfully within the 

norms of business-life. Entire behavior-patterns amount to the execution 

of a prewritten script intended to effect a specific audience. 
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Under the permanent exposure to public surveillance, the 

characters in the business-world are all haunted by an anxiety to disclose 

anything about their inner lives. Only the outsiders of the JR-society 

are not forced to suppress all their spontaneity. The pressure of 

conformism seems to be so widespread in the "global village" of America 

that all expressions of character are presumably mere masks hoping to 

convey an identity. Amy accuses her father of hiding in meetings, 

diCephalis hides in noise (JR 211/52). Whiteback hides behind his 

inflated jargon, "you have to speak it when you talk to them" (JR 50). 

On the whole, success appears very much contingent on conformist behavior. 

Thus, allegations of a linguisticically-constituted self buried 

in nooks of subjectivity depend heavily on the allegiance to the suitable 

context. A slight change of the situation would suffice to make 

particular behavior appear in a different light: 

and reflecting no recognition for the face he saw instead, none 
in fact till he came on three versions of his wife on as many 
monitoring screens doing what, in another costume and to other 
music, might have been the concluding swoop of a tango, prompting 
the director to select a static bit of folk art so that her 
program ended with an endearing gesture that never left the 
room. (JR 52) 

Behavior seen at one particular moment never allows us a judgment about 

the full, permanent character, for the actual subject is shifting between 

hypothetical versions of self in different contexts. The self is seen 

as constituted by the perception of the other person. Without the presence 

of the other's gaze, no character would be presented. At one point, 

Davidoff is left behind by a group of people "to leave Davidoff standing 

like the cry of fire! in an empty theater" (JR 94). The sentence links 
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the success of communication to an audience as the primary condition 

for verbal exchange. The individual performs in front of others, because 

the illusion of an integrated self presupposes social evaluation. 

As the characters are culturally defined, it is difficult for 

the reader to distinguish between the mask and the "actual" human being. 

In that sense, character-description is confronted with another 

problematic: traditionally, one can see into a person in various ways. 

Docherty has demonstrated in his book Reading (Absent) Character that 

traditional techniques of character positioning are pervaded by a 

principle of Cartesian duality (Docherty 99). We assume that we gain 

insight into a character through his behavior or his speech. Mimetic 

narrative usually insists on the absolute distinction between the inside 

and the outside. But the novel JR disrupts these readerly expectations, 

as we have seen in the previous quotation, where it is not possible to 

make a reliable distinction between the mask and the inside. 

Faces, frequently an outside or a mirror through which we may 

gaze into the interior of the character, in fact complicate a reading 

of the human psyche. In the following episode, it is extremely hard to 

visualize the face of the persons involved: 

Moncrieff's finger coursed the ridge of his nose as though the 
face where his eyes were fixed, dropped back to profile and 
none of its aloofness lost, even lowered, prompted comparison... 
He handed back the telephone still looking beyond where her 
profile broke again, turning to him, slipping off the tortoise 
shells, dangling them. (JR 94) 

The profile of the characters is reset and decomposed frequently with 

the effect that it is almost impossible to picture Amy Joubert and her 

father. Ideally, the true person is compounded as the sum of all such 
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perspectives of looking at a person. As cubism reveals in painting, for 

instance, the reader's view of the person will be unavoidably incomplete, 

because it is inconceivable to gather all the individual posturings of 

a self.® The elusiveness of a human profile renders it futile to read 

meaning into the face. We remain with partial outside views which defy 

any conclusions about the inner side of a human being. 

Whenever we are allowed to speculate about the psyche of a person, 

we encounter widespread confusion about the foundation of a character's 

selfhood. The businessmen repress anxieties by escaping into deceptive 

financial securities. Constantly, they reassure each other about the 

value of "securities" and "trust." When Gibbs asks Whiteback whether he 

intends to give up one of his positions, bank or school, Whiteback 

answers: "Yes well of course the ahm, when I know which one of them is 

going to survive..." (JR 340/341). Duncan asserts at the end that 

"people's fears about money" cause them to strive desperately for social 

recognition (JR 683). Confronted with the lack of depth beyond the rules 

of exchange, these characters are even more obsessed with the pursuit 

of materialist values. 

Most artists are explicitly conscious how uncertain their self-

definitions are. Like Schramm, most of them have to wrestle with doubts 

® It is possible that here Gaddis thought of the painting "Nude 
descending a Staircase" by Marcel Duchamp which is a layering of different 
perspectives of a person. One never has the impression that one perceives 
the full person. Such a painting releases a glimpse of "near-recognition" 
in The Recognitions. Wyatt responds to a Picasso-painting:"It was one 
of those moments of reality, of near-recognition of reality (...) When 
I saw it all of a sudden everything was freed into one recognition, 
really freed into reality that we never see, you never see it" (102). 
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in any foundations for the human subject. Schramm's motto "believing 

and shitting are two very different things" points to the harsh discre

pancy between material reality and the possibility to ascertain the 

recognizably human in the twentieth century (JR 42). Many artists try 

to contain the dangers arising from such a view of reality by refuge 

into business. Eigen has to realize that only art still appears authentic 

to him (JR 408). But a retreat into art does not yield any more genuine 

satisfaction than the obsession with material value. Gibbs retreats from 

the external world into the protection of evasive role-playing. He 

explains to Amy: 

I mean sometimes there are situations that just don't seem to have 
any solution in their own context do you see what I mean? And the 
only way to, the only thing to do is to step in and change the 
whole context almost like, sometimes it's like a whole little play 
starting in my head...(JR 496) 

The refuge of role-playing has become an existential subterfuge for a 

temporary modus vivendi. Only the manipulation of reality by way of 

contexts protects the fragile ego from the danger of disintegration. 

As a result of the continuous existential crisis, many characters 

show obsessive preoccupations with popular behavioral patterns. If 

couples repeatedly seek divorces, they seem to play what Gibbs calls 

the "Split and Divorce Game" (JR 411). They follow deeply engraved 

cultural routines. Therefore, they only react to external stimuli in 

mechanistic ways. The relationships between the sexes reflect incessant 

reiteration of such basic psychological paradigms. Men are always busy 

to strive within the economy as a pursuit of their "remotely male 

privilege of the hunt" (JR 57). Women are displaced from the economy. 



If they aspire a place in the business-life, their roles are strictly 

circumscribed. They are secretaries and as such replaceable. Women who 

question economic procedures are denounced as ninnies. It becomes almost 

impossible to distinguish individual conduct from stereotypical 

role-models. 

The text suggests that relationships are permeated by protective 

gestures based on a repressed castration anxiety, which renders meaningful 

partnership futile. Gibbs talks in the following words about his former 

lover Stella Angel: 

asked me about Stella Bast got the book here tells all about it 
..., it may be asked as to illusions about the male organ, 
whether, granted that the devil cannot impose this illusion on 
those in a state of grace in a passive way, he cannot still do 
so in an active sense, the argument being that the man in a 
state of grace is deluded because he ought to see the member in 
its right place, when he who thinks it has been taken away from 
him, as well as other bystanders, does not see it in its place 
(...). Listen, and what then, is to be thought of those witches 
who in this way sometimes collect male organs in great numbers..? 
(JR 398) 

Male identity circles around the presence of the member "in its right 

place." The property of the penis includes the possibility of delusions 

about male power over women. The power of the phallus depends on the 

belief that the phallus equals the power of the symbolic father. Witches, 

like Stella, castrate men, not only if they collect members, but also 

when they question the law of the phallus. Women are consequently 

considered dangerous, as soon as they relinquish their passivity in a 

relationship. When Marian seeks a divorce from Eigen, Gibbs cites the 

biblical story of the "God damned mother in Solomon's ready to cut the 

kid in half" (JR 403). Man ward off their fear of the menacing other in 
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women by casting them off. In contrast to men, Stella, Marian or Gibbs' 

former wife appear as hopelessly narcissistic. They star in their own 

soap-opera by battling shrewdly for attention (JR 403). 

Under these circumstances, it is understandable that most adults 

reveal a striking childishness. It almost seems as if these characters 

have never undergone a slow weaning off from the dominance of childish 

narcissism, but have always remained infantile while they are compulsively 

playing the game of exchange. They play as if the sheer hunting for 

material value could compensate for the more dire loss of an identity 

with their origin. Thus the deprivation from the plenitude of needs 

triggers off more and more cultural displacements of a libidinal econoniy. 

All characters, especially the artists, suffer from 

parentlessness. Especially Bast tries to find out till the very end 

about his biological identity, whether he is born as the son of a 

businessman or of a musician. For him a return to his origin could 

clarify his identity, so that his work receives more meaning. Gibbs has 

been sent to boarding school early in his life, he has "been in the way 

since the day he could walk" (JR 247). JR does not seem to have a father, 

his mother is only specified as a nurse who works odd hours. The family 

fails in its traditional function as the provider of emotional protection 

and enabling social values. The lack of traditional paternity makes it 

impossible for the characters to return to the very beginning of their 

existence. 

If the foundations of their identities cannot be restored, the 

self is existentially orphaned. The characters all have to adapt to an 
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absence of paternity. Yet only Bast achieve a state of pacification 

with this lack of identity. Bast seems to recognize himself in the very 

fact that recognition of the self is only a misrecognition of an ideal 

ego projection, only illusion of a stable self. Recognition of his 

inalienable self lies in the insight that he is victim of an existential 

misknowing. 

The question arises whether the characters have a true self at 

all behind their linguistic surfaces of identity. Established Cartesian 

inside/outside boundaries make us believe us that there is an authentic 

self veiled under acquired speech-and behavior patterns. We may even 

need this illusion in order to preserve the notion of a complete self, 

the first condition for any concept of identity. Without this ideological 

construct of the unified self, the centering of the subject in Western 

consciousness would be rendered virtually pointless. 

The only properties that eventually distinguish characters in 

the novel are linguistic idiosyncracies or speech particularities. In 

the absence of proper names or pronominalizations the reader is often 

involved in a guessing-game on the basis of the character's jargon, speech 

habits and sociolect. Yet the remarks from characters appear often as 

individualized obsessions which cannot account for an integrity. 

Repeatedly, we learn about Hyde's preoccupation to give the public a 

"looksee" at his shelter, Whiteback's inflated cybernetic jargon, 

Davidoff's desire to extinguish "brush fires." JR is representative of 

the speech-habits of his generation when he inserts "like" or "here" 
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into every statement. The dialogues speak and identify the figures by 

giving the characters linguistic contours. 

Characters engender by no means original speech-acts. Expressions 

which have been used by one speaker are picked up by another one later. 

The lawyer Beamish naively uses Gibbs' expression that all legal problems 

arise from "a decline from status to contract"(JR 509). The characters 

speak and copy the phrases which they find in their environment. A person 

in the text has to be seen as the lexical crossing of various discourses, 

which reflect all the diverse communicative functions that the subject 

fulfills in a culture. The text constitutes the characters as born from 

the dialogic character of language by releasing traces of a character 

through the cultural filter of their discourses. Such a technique of 

character-description removes us from the insight into a figure. Behavior 

and discourse become accomplices in the project of blocking knowledge 

about a person (Barthes S/Z 178). 

The novel forfeits our desire to establish the ground for the 

character's self through conversations. Instead, Gaddis represents his 

characters as fleeting subjective instances in a linguistic discourse. 

In the case of the traditional narrative, the character's speech has 

been one of the central means of insight into the character's psyche. 

Authorial commentary, the character's actions and speech would contribute 

to a gradual unfolding of the character's secret self. Docherty has 

emphasized that a substitution of a full character-presence by mere 

speaking voices marks a clear deviation from the traditional view of 

character (267). Not even language yields itself now to a mimetic account 
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for a coherent, integrated self. The signifying process speaks only 

fragmented moments of the character's subjectivity. 

The presence of speaking voice creates merely the illusion of 

an integrated individual. Hearing our own voice makes us trust in the 

presence of determinable subjectivity. But the figures experience only 

fleeting moments of surface personalities informed by language. The 

dictum of "locquour ergo sumus," which promises the arrival at the 

character's secret through his speech is no longer valid, because the 

characters do not expose a full psyche through language. In that sense, 

the signified of selfhood has been erased behind the signifiers of 

language. Inside and outside of our self can no longer be coordinated. 

Subjectivity is from the very beginning deferred and reduced, 

because human beings are only semiotically constituted selves. If our 

subjectivities are founded on nothing but a chain of signifiers that 

demarcate a lack of being, then the basis of our personality will be 

always as slippery as signification itself. Identity with the source of 

desires can never be achieved, and consequently, a human being will 

always face the absence of existential meaning. Gaddis' text points out 

that it is not possible to unify a constant, fixed subjectivity through 

mimetic techniques of narrative. As many conversations are inter

changeable, characters are relegated to metonymic textual functions. 

Gaddis shows the individual as deindividualized through the various 

roles that his characters play in society. Inside and outside of our 

selves cannot be distinguished, as both realms are created by language. 

The individual loses paternity in language, because signs of character 
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point to their own structure and endlessly defer the moment when selfhood 

can be recognized. 
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III. LANGUAGE AS A CONTROLLED 
ENVIRONMENT IN GADDIS' JR? 

William Gaddis is among those Postmodern writers, who stress in 

their work the problematic of language: once the reductive assumption 

that language allows for a faithful recognition of transparent reality 

has been uncovered, the very conditions of meaning in fiction become 

questionable. Gaddis, as I attempt to show, tries to examine in JR the 

complex, rhetorical character of language as existing in the midst of 

dialogized heteroglossia, because he focuses especially on the intrinsic 

diversification in language. The text summons the reader to a renewed 

alertness for those language boundaries which are usually ignored: centri

fugal energies in language operate in the middle of attempts from bour

geois economy to reduce the complexity of language for instrumental 

purposes to a mere exchange of fixed values. But language cannot be 

implemented into "a controlled environment" of meaning, because the 

process of unlimited signification endlessly thwarts plans to control 

human subjectivity (JR 311). 

At first glance, language in JR has a consistently real appear

ance. Gaddis transcribes oral speech in a manner that must strike us 

as very close to the course of everyday conversations. He privileges 

the orality of the text to a particular effect. By restoring the 

acclaimed living character of primary discourse that is close to the 

very beginnings of language, Gaddis may be able to demonstrate basic 

structures at work in language. We have to see to what extent such a 

procedure contributes to an understanding of oral discourse different 



from traditional assumptions about the authenticity of oral speech rather 

than writing. 

The conditions for the understanding of the dialogues resemble 

those that govern everyday conversations. The reader must construct an 

entire schema of conditions which determine the communicative environment 

at a certain moment in time. Such a schema includes the setting, the 

time, the media of information transmission, external disturbances, and 

of course the personality factors of all speakers. Whenever the reader 

has to face misunderstandings, ambiguities, unclear pronunciation and 

other communicative disturbances, we can enter the metalinguistic level 

to achieve communicative consensus. In this text the metalinguistic 

becomes the rule, because the reader has to perform an artificial herme-

neutic step to reconstruct the context. 

The analysis shows that JR's language is a dazzling collution 

of manifold bits and pieces of language from many different sources. 

The text takes the form of multiple modes of discursive paradigms. All 

these discourses stem from different authors, diverse registers and 

partly anonymous sources. The scope of the text is universal in the sense 

that we encounter the central patterns of social stratification in lan

guage: private/public, colloquial/formal, professional/nonprofessional, 

legalese/nonlegal etc. The language of the novel presumes to cover the 

entire variety of discourses exhaustively. A diversification of linguis

tic functions arises from the varied demands and needs towards language 

posed by different social groups in late Capitalist society. The charac

ters consider legal language as complicated, because this discourse 

intends to eliminate ambiguities as far as possible: a design that reality 
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often undermines. In the opening scene, Coen attempts to explain the 

intricacies involved in the proof of "legitimacy": 

Possibly your testimony and that of your brother James regarding 
the period of his cohabitation with the said Nellie prior to 
Edward's birth, since there is merely a prima facie presumption 
that, just a moment, here, yes, that a child born in wedlock is 
legitimate where husband and wife had separated and the period of 
gestation required, in order that the husband may be the father, 
while a possible one, is exceptionally long and contrary to the 
usual course of nature, you see? (JR 10) 

Legal language falls behind the adequacy of the actual family-history, 

because the law can only fix empirical reality, yet not the shady uncer

tainties of moments between marital relations. The lawyer admits the 

inadequacy of a "prima facie presumption," when he qualifies the situation 

as "exceptional" and "contrary to the usual course of nature." The 

efficiency of legal language is clearly founded on preciseness and decid

ability. Therefore, legalese must force diversity under its "natural" 

definitions and "presumptions." Reality is strangled in the Procrustean 

bed of a particular discourse. Simultaneously, legal jargon executes 

power by admitting only the chosen few into its discourse, while banning 

the layman from legal decision. Only experts understand the political 

premises of the concept "legitimacy". 

In the process of identifying different modes of discourse, the 

text draws attention to the whole complexity of socio!inguistic stratifi

cation that is buried in the language of a text. Different modes of 

usage that have been appropriated by social groups are in constant rivalry 

with each other, because in every discourse we will find engraved power 

relations. Michel Foucault's oscillating formulations express this 

paradoxical symbiosis of discourse and force relations: 
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Discourse can be both an instrument and an effect of power, but 
also a hindrance, a stumbling-block,a point of resistance and a 
starting point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and 
produces power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes 
it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart it. 
(Foucault, History 101) 

Discourse is at once production and rejection of power, thesis and anti

thesis of human will. Every conversation is accompanied by the partici

pants' desires and intentions to manipulate each other. Already in 

seemingly local settings, imaginary configurations of human affairs 

form a substratum of communication. 

The speaking person loses most of his relevance, if one considers 

that speech acts are often infiltrated with the ideologies of the linguis

tic community. Amy Joubert's lecture in her Social Studies class rein-

scribes the bourgeois myth of the altruistic motives for the Civil War 

"that was fought to free the slaves," the myth of ethnic emancipation, 

"the American Indian, who is no longer segregated on the reservation, 

but encouraged to take his rightful place at the side of his countrymen, 

in the cites, in the factories, on the farm...," and the myth of America 

as a "free enterprise system" (JR 30/30/39). Myth suppresses the fact 

that the middle classes in the USA have systematically negated ethnic 

and socioeconomic otherness out of economic self-interest. Cliches have 

become emptied out of meaning due to their frequent usage. The passage 

does not divulge any unique traits of the individual. The speaking person 

has been diminished to a vicarious function in the array of discourses. 

Ideological infiltration of students succeeds, if a culture 

neglects the omnipresence of rhetoric in linguistic signification. Every 

linguistic discourse potentially functions as a form of narrative that 

seeks the end of its own legitimation. Every ideology seeks its 
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vindication by way of cultural meta-narratives in order to naturalize the 

socioeconomic base, on which a particular ideology is founded. 

Most frequently, power interests are visible in the lexicon of 

a language: we can detect ideology in neologisms like "utilizing" or 

"implementing." Such words have been propagated by information theory 

and adopted since then by those cultural discourses, which cherish instru

mentalist objectives. In these communicative conflicts between 

different ideological forces in language, world views are at stake which 

the adherents of one ideology try to impose on the public. The represen

tatives of an ideology try to convince other speakers that a particular 

contextualization of a concept is valid. The text mentions numerous 

instances when manipulative efforts are operative in language. In the 

discourse of politics, for example, many utterances betray an inaccurate 

reality by virtue of their euphemistic and partial character: "zoning 

change" predicates firstly an executive issue, yet it eclipses the subse

quent erection of highways and shopping-center (JR 58). 

In other instances, signifiers in the jargon of economics and 

in ordinary speech have been attributed entirely separate lexical usage. 

"Charity" carries simply a "tax law connotation" when used by Beaton 

and entails "reinvested dividends and tax avoidance"(JR 212). Theological 

and economic discourse resort to the same signifiers with meanings that 

are often entirely unrelated. Misunderstandings are based on the fact 

that the dictionary of a language defines words differently according 

to communicative functions. The mutual impenetrability of semantic worlds 

annihilates insight and control from the outside of the "playland" 

businessworld (JR 81). The rule of specialization in late capitalist 
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society necessarily disjoins language into poorly attached zones of self-

contained discourses. 

Under such circumstances, the reader is forced to switch flexibly 

between various contexts. Otherwise he loses track of the register in 

use. Understanding requires guessing of the appropriate context for the 

reader. This process of decoding requires the careful identification of 

individual discourse-types. Gaddis in this sense restores the complexity 

of contextuality and rhetoric in ordinary discourse. With every speech 

act we are forced to localize the occasion and the communicative inten

tions of a speaker. In so doing, we discover workings of ideology that 

would not be at the surface otherwise. At times the reader might feel 

local dizziness during the rapid switches from one context to another, 

when the boundaries between two conversations are not visible. In two 

passages, within twenty pages, the same statement "a generation in heat" 

is used carelessly to predicate a) the title of an X-rated movie and b) 

Bast's critique of moral decline (JR 122/142). In this manner the text 

asks us to attend conscientiously to the context of the situation in 

order to reconsider the conditions under which meaning is made possible. 

The text appears consequently as frequent repetition of similar 

patterns and jargons pointing us to the great amount of sameness in 

ordinary discourses: the language of economics and of law recur fre

quently. There is also endless repetition of speech-patterns like curse 

words and obscenities. Language itself has become infinitely reified 

and reproducable in bourgeois society, if every utterance is constituted 

predominantly as a spin-off from the standardized matrices of various 

discourses. We tend to marginalize values, if we use them flexibly for 
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ideological ends. The fact that many modes of discourse in JR sound 

familiar to the reader indicates to us how language suffers a void of 

creative expression. Language is in danger of becoming disconnected 

from significance under the equalizing impact of bourgeois culture. 

Gaddis demonstrates how language indeed suffers from permanent 

slippage of the hermeneutic enterprise, both in ordinary speech and in 

literary texts. Frequently, conception in JR reveals the symptoms of a 

disjunction between the signifier and the signified. Examples of this 

disruptive rift in discourse abound in the text: JR has picked up the 

jargon of business from brochures and newspapers so that he can talk 

about "excludable" and "deductible" money, yet he fails to account for 

the referent (JR 302/ 448). JR suggests an ad for aspirin that simply 

states "it's green," even though the colour of the product has nothing 

to do with the extension of the speech act (JR 471). 

The actual political consequences of speech acts for the external 

reality become secondary in business. When Davidoff complains about 

disturbances of communication in the company, he says quite frankly "I 

can't help what's in the message"(JR 539). His first reaction is not 

the critique of the message, but rather an increased effort to guarantee 

the undisturbed conveyance of information. In general, the signifier is 

privileged in a communicative system in which the successful transmission 

of instructions is more pertinent than the communicative quality of 

what is said. The pursuit of business interests has been degraded to an 

internal game, where only the achievement of profit goals counts. Many 

executives of the JR-company practice language as such a tautological 

game according to its conventionalized rules of usage. They assume that 
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the destination of the signifier is understood and requires no clarifi

cation. The result is a schizophrenic split of language and reality. 

Gaddis presents us with a dangerous, sometimes fatal literalness 

that results from our common belief in the translucent mirroring of 

reality through language. In several cases, human beings are injured, 

because toy weapons are taken to be real. Through JR's ignorance, JR's 

company has delivered toy weapons from their own daughter company to a 

tribe in Gandia. JR does not anticipate political repercussions. Yet 

the native population of the African country thinks that weapons are 

always lethal and use them in combat. Literalness occurs in the form of 

unexamined confidence in the truth-quality of the linguistic letter. 

The text problematizes in multiple variations the topos of confi

dence which is bestowed carelessly or irresponsibly upon language as 

well as public institutions. The inscription above the entrance to the 

Principal's office serves an almost paradigmatic function in this frame

work: 

...high in the confines of a single face framed cheaply on the 
wall in witness "that confidence, a belief in ourselves, 
individually and collectively, is a very important feature in the 
degree of activity you normally anticipate in our economy," resolve 
that "if we have the courage, if we have got, you might say, the 
widely held determination to move courageously, there is no question 
in my mind but that it would be helpful," only the eyes tinged 
with alert vexation over "whether or not a campaign for bringing 
about this kind of confidence is the best thing,I haven't thought 
of that as a public relations problem that has yet come to me...(JE 
21/22)  

The JR-company sees "confidence" as a public relations issue, because 

trust in the systems of exchange (whether economy or language) establishes 

the psychological basis for any participation in the system. Most of 

this trust and confidence can be taken for granted, as long as people have 
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no fundamental reason to doubt the naturalness of exchange-systems. In 

that very sense, as Roland Barthes points out in his book Mythologies, 

myth preserves misleading illusions about the realism of language (118-

120). The executives of bourgeois capitalism attempt to insure belief 

in the transparency of language in order to preserve the credibility of 

its value-system. 

People are inclined to believe a distorted view of reality, 

because they have invested ideal projections of themselves and about 

the validity of their culture ("a belief in ourselves, individually and 

collectively") into the systems of cultural reproduction. To suspend 

belief in these systems implies an abandoned trust in ourselves. As 

long as language is not questioned as an innocent carpenter of our ontolo-

gical existence, we believe that we are walking on safe ground. Most 

characters indeed do not worry about a loss of reality in language. 

Characters constantly talk about "securities" and "trust," but usually 

in the economic senses of the words. They never wonder about the trust

worthiness of language. Many characters ignore the fact that their 

striving for personal certainty is circumscribed by linguistic rules of 

exchange. 

The widespread fixation upon the signifier as a transparent 

mirror for the signified grants the signified always the status of an 

ahistorical essence. Such a view of language supports the erasure of 

the material conditions which accompany every process of human communi

cation. The signifier in fact springs forth from a process of renewed 

interpretive labor between the self and the Other, which includes every

thing that has been expelled from our consciousness. In every linguistic 
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act we seek for a stable self along the chain of signifiers by conforming 

to the rules of usage (Coward/Ellis 120). Language therefore constitutes 

and deconstitutes the semiotic nature of the self at the same time. 

But Western metaphysics has erased this final bottomlessness of the 

self from the surface of language in order to safeguard the centering 

of the subject in our culture. 

As a consequence, the human being is marginalized from the pro

cesses of reproduction. The cybernetic view of language, as promoted 

by the world of economics in JR, utterly neglects the traditional humanist 

dictum that language should aspire to an increasing betterment of human 

relations. Language and ethics are totally unrelated concepts. In 

language exchange-value and use-value of signs are completely split 

apart to the point that exchange controls our perception of the world. 

In Gaddis' text, however, boundaries of understanding in language 

are resurrected. The artist Gibbs points to the thin ice on which we 

walk to touch knowledge in language: 

...has it ever occurred to any of you that all this is simply one 
grand misunderstanding? Since you're not here to learn anything, 
but to be taught so you can pass these tests, knowledge has to be 
organized so it can be taught, and it has to be reduced to informa
tion so it can be organized do you follow that? In other words 
this leads you to assume that organization is an inherent property 
of the knowledge itself, and that disorder and chaos are simply 
irrelevant forces that threaten it from outside. In fact it's 
exactly the opposite. Order is simply a thin, perilous condition 
we try to impose on the basic reality of chaos...(JR 20). 

Gibbs addresses one of the key-issues of Postmodern society: the acquisi

tion and distribution of knowledge through linguistic control. Gibbs 

reinterprets the traditional communication-model which aligns knowledge 

with order by explaining knowledge as, by definition, organized. Chaos 

is banned from the instrumentalist concept as the Other that has to be 
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warded off. Gibbs advocates a reversal of the paradigm with the effect 

that he redefines chaos as a subversive, counter-ideological, generative 

force inherent to reality. Knowledge for him is always a reduction of 

human subjectivity to information, waste all creative potential rejected 

as not useful. Even though people may try to control knowledge, there 

will always be a release of cultural refuse, which has been discarded 

as not productive by the system. 

Knowledge is always filtered through language as the epistemo-

logical medium that makes cognition possible: thus, knowledge is always 

in danger of being overly restricted by institutions. In his speech, 

Gibbs debunks and subverts the idea of the school as a "controlled 

environment" of information. Gibbs mocks those forces in the school who 

want to establish language as a monolithic block of tightly defined 

truths, served to the students via curriculum. He points to the anarchic, 

centrifugal forces in language, which undermine the semblance of 

untroubled signification. 

There are frequent examples where Gaddis restores the anarchic, 

bottomless character of reality behind the smooth surface of language. 

Newspaper articles which simply reaffirm a mythological view of language 

are exposed to be untrue, cliches detected to be distorting. Bast's 

speech does not repeat the fairy tales about Mozart's life. In his 

lecture he derisively mentions all the misery of the composer's life: 

poverty, banality, Mozart's anal fixation (JR 40-43). Joel Dana Black 

comments very adequately on the strategy that Gaddis follows: 

Gaddis' work is replete with instances of the destroyed illusion 
in which the assumed value of a collectively represented object 
is startingly called into question through a confrontation of 
that object with its mimetic double (Black 166). 
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Trust in orders of exchange is not endangered as long as the discrepancy 

between collective and individual representatations of reality will be 

shrouded in illusions about totality and logical coherence of the 

phenomenal world. 

When man implements material media in order to make the process 

of communication controllable, signification persistently suffers 

linguistic breakdowns. The text is inundated with communicative disrup

tions and disorders through the influx of noise. Noise is for our pur

poses any sound that is contaminated, sound that can not be "utilized" 

in communication. Noise in the Postmodern world of JR is clearly the 

by-product and darker side of those conditions that were established to 

facilitate the efficiency of human discourse. Noise forecludes efforts 

to impose order on perceptual chaos. 

A great amount of information in the Postmodern world of JR is 

based on mail or the phone. Both media force the interlocutors to cope 

with an unpredictable number of extra-and paralinguistic variables in a 

particular context. The shift from one context to another is much more 

difficult in the case of the phone or the mail, as a lot of context 

variables can not be exactly situated. In the following scene the proper 

context is barely discernible: 

It's the hotel manager's office they're calling Mister Bast... Tell 
them we expect him any minute he, here give me that, hello...? No 
this is Mister Davidoff what...Excuse me Mister Davidoff before 
we go further, this is not Mister Brisboy but Mister Duncan, and 
I believe he...(JR 512/513) 

Davidoff, Hyde, or Whiteback will easily lose control over such complex 

communicative situations. Within seconds they have to adjust to new, 

unpredictable problems and must fail eventually. 
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Reality creates additional disturbances for the transmission of 

information when lines and cables are permanently crossed or cut through. 

The uses of an automatic letter-opener, installed to allow easier access 

to the mail, shreds all the letters into halves so that the decoding 

becomes an absurd jigsaw puzzle. Although the characters in the business-

world consider the phone the "most efficient means of communicating," 

most modern systems of data transmission cause spillage of information 

(JR 526). It is appropriate to say that "language is strangled before 

it reaches fulfillment"(Karl 190). As a consequence of cybernetic 

endeavours to diminish language to controlled information, a lot of 

factors of everyday conversation which require the participation of a 

subject have to be eliminated. The subject functions merely as accessory 

of discourse. 

Anarchic noise without form penetrates into phonetic systems. 

Frequently Gaddis personifies undifferentiated noise, which invades the 

land of silence as regular phonemes do. The imposition of phonetic 

diacritics on the realm of unlimited sound has erected lines of demarca

tion between meaningful and meaningless sound. When "the alarm stung 

the silence into another sunless day," we are made aware of the fact, 

that only a limited array of sounds is comprehensible to us: the sound 

of the alarm-clock, because we can detect the origin of this noise and 

attach a negotiated significance to it (JR 316). Other sounds may not 

be meaningful to us, as we have learned to distinguish clearly between 

meaning and acoustic debris. 

Language for Gaddis can be likened to the "Jacquard loom approach 

to information storage and retrieval in the form of punched holes as in 
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the problematic of communication in the text. The so-called Jacquard loom 

approach preserves information by producing holes which preserve messages 

by marking differences on the paper. Meaning as music or language emerges 

on the basis of repetition and difference. The criterion of difference 

as a means of establishing value is not a positive measure, but only 

imposition of negativity on chaos. In this sense, language is also based 

on a gap, a nothing. In language we always face the indeterminancy that 

conventional signification makes recognition and communication possible, 

yet buries the wealth of reality by plasticizing reality through signs. 

As the displacement of a "gaping hole," language is always meta

phorical: the novel JR makes problematic again the boundary of metapho

rical and nonfigurative writing. Language is not only metaphorical in 

literary writing. In many conversations we are pointed to the use of 

unlabelled or "dead" metaphors. Davidoff has to enter the metalinguistic 

level and mark the term "pet project" as a figure of speech (JR 531). 

The figurative character of the term has been obliterated so that it is 

pronounced "dead" in the eyes of the linguist. 

By contrast, poetic metaphors almost attack the described reality 

through their taunting alterity. In the following scene, nature is at 

large: "And she was swept down that arboreal veteran's ward, its 

splintered inmates staggered at parade rest for her plunge out the 

hedge"(JR 73). Metaphor has assumed a totally inverted usage: in romantic 

tradition, metaphor maps out analogies between nature and the human 

mind. Now the human mind devours everything in its need to humanize 

reality. Personification, for example, promises to impersonate the 
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liveless other: we hear that the apple tree "redeems itself." But humani-

zations like "arboreal slaughterhouses" or "arboreal veteran's ward" 

are awkward distortions of phenomena. With de Man we realize that 

"metaphor gives itself the totality which it then claims to define, but 

it is in fact the tautology of its own position" (de Man 17). The fixa

tion upon human appropriation of the other is exposed as a perilous 

supplementing of signs for the indomitable real. 

Such use of metaphor poses a radical defamiliarization on the 

reader; signs are veering off into the transgressive context of the 

metaphorical. Language is here different from the object that it predi

cates. The metaphorical as a medium for mimetic representation creates 

and buries reality. Gaddis emphasizes through his treatment of metaphor 

its essentially ambiguous character. Figurative language is always 

other than the reality that it signifies, as we have to translate images 

from an alterior original context into a second context. We realize 

that the same activity of translation governs everyday conversations. 

By deploying strange metaphors in his narrative intrusions, Gaddis may 

question our delusions about the transparency of conception. Signifi

cation, in general, resists the traditionally privileged presenting of 

the object so that we witness the fleeting character of the real behind 

language. In the use of rhetorical figures, human beings may betray 

themselves about the success of human communication. 

The recurring trope of Love and Strife suggests a permanent 

flow between the immobility of linguistic structures to describe reality 

and the chaotic nature of reality on the other side. Empedocles'theory 

complicates the prospect of mimetic depictions of reality. For many 
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pre-Socratics, the expressiveness of the metaphorical overtops the faculty 

of the linguistic. The unpolished clash of images is for them more 

precise than mimetic language. Gaddis uses a quotation from the cosmogony 

of Empedocles to probe exactly this point.9 When Gibbs comments on the 

atmosphere at Penn Station during rush hour, he can only resort to the 

expressive powerfulness of the Empedoclean creation myth: "countless 

hands and unattached eyes, faces looking in different directions" (JR 

161). Such a technique suggests that the fragmentation of perception in 

the twentieth century can only be matched by a non-mimetic language. 

Gaddis also highlights oral discourse as the novelistic arena 

that displays structures in language which have been suppressed under a 

monolithic view of language. Oral speech may not be the locus for the 

authentic expression of reality and the integrated self, but a system 

with gaps and fissures which thwarts order and is full of language's 

primordial and anarchic energy. 

Language in JR arrives at frequent communicative deadends. The 

contextual clearly precedes the moment of meaning to an extent that 

language is almost attacked by the real. Language is simply irreducible 

to a system. Language yields predominantly a reproduction of its own 

laws and structures. It is impossible to describe the empirical world 

adequately with the means of language. JR in that light seems like a 

seamless web of complex messages, like a ragged, uncouth landscape of 

signifiers, a phonic "diaspora of words." The reader can draw pleasure 

9 I have quoted the full passage from page 161 in JR already on 
page 16 of this paper. 
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from the experience of a "zero signified." The arrival at the final 

word, the transcendental signified is eternally boycotted. Literature 

does no longer express a usable message. Instead, the moment of writing 

has come when the very process of writing as a creative play with signi-

fiers on search of signifieds has been foregrounded. Language is no 

longer just the instrument of the writer's craft, it has become the 

subject of writing. 
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IV. MAIN PART GADDIS'JR - THE 
NOVEL AS VERBAL PYROTECHNICS 

Jacques Derrida's assertion that the law of genre announces the 

decline of a particular artistic form has been particularly valid for 

the novel (Derrida Law 58). Within the tradition of the novel, writers 

have frequently criticized the enabling assumptions of the genre, in 

particular the capacity of a text to represent the enormous multiplicity 

of reality. Parody, ironic reversal, and innovation have subverted 

stereotypes and cliches of established conventions. In the same vein, 

writers of Postmodern fiction practice the novelistic genre as a system 

of signification that deviates heterogeneously from the normal impression 

of reality in order to comment critically on the epistemological assump

tions that govern our real world. These fictions reveal the limited 

view of signification and the phenomenal which accompany the belief in 

the naturalness of the world. In this sense, the discussion of tradi

tional generic paradigms is particularly significant for an understanding 

of the novel JR. 

Traditions about the practice of the novel are all the more 

pertinent, because Gaddis seems to share with other Postmodernist writers 

a concern for what the American novelist John Barth calls a synthesis 

of traditonal modes of narrative and the Modernist experiment. John 

Barth describes his notion of a Postmodern writer as follows: 
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My ideal postmodernist author neither merely repudiates nor merely 
imitates either his twentieth-century modernist parents or his 
nineteenth-century grandparents. He has the first half of our 
century under his belt, but not on his back. Without lapsing into 
moral or artisticsimplism, shoddy craftmanship, Madison avenue 
venality, or either false or real naivete, he nevertheless aspires 
to a fiction more democratic in its appeal than such late-modernist 
marvels (by my definition) as Beckett's Texts for Nothing or 
Nabokov's Pale Fire.(Barth 203) 

Barth argues that the Postmodernist novel should embrace the literary 

genealogy in a constructive way by integrating the traditional narrator's 

love for storytelling and fabulation and the modernist's concern with 

the disconcerting experiment. This author undermines and parodies 

readerly expectations about classical narrative in order to achieve a 

synthesis of eclectic elements which requires the reader's active partici

pation. Meaning in the text will then be postponed, but not entirely 

effaced as in some of Beckett's texts. 

As a narrative, William Gaddi's JR revitalizes fiction by decon

structing the illusion of the innocent intelligibility of the phenomenal, 

while working within the parameters of a "regenerative repetition" of 

the novel's critical power (Lacapra 36). By way of parody, Gaddis 

scrutinizes the prevailing assumptions of the traditional story, so 

that the reader should understand the constitutive principles of narra

tive. Narrative is redefined as a medium of dissemination which thwarts 

all efforts to enclose a totalizing meaning in the bound text. In a 

world beyond repair, writing does not comfort the reader with the 

transcendental signified. 

Parody shall mean for my purposes "repetition with a critical 

difference," to adopt Linda Hutcheon's useful definition in her book 

The Theory of Parody (Hutcheon 10-15). According to this theory, parody 
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always contains imitation or repetition of the ridiculed anterior text. 

At the same time, this rhetorical strategy subverts the original matrix 

and transforms it into something new and productive, so that two practices 

of representation are blended together in the performance of the text 

(Hutcheon 69). Parody is a critical investigation of the past to see 

what is usable and what can be discarded from the tradition of history. 

For Postmodern writers it is an adequate narrative strategy, as it allows 

the author to accept an all-absorbing culture, while he performs at 

least temporary repulsion of its structures. 

Since the Modernist period, art has lost its redemptive promise, 

because artistic production has been subsumed under the process of 

accelerated production in capitalism. The theme of subsequent cultural 

decadence in a depthless universe is already articulated in T.S Eliot's 

poem "The Waste Land" which serves as a central semantic background of 

the novel JR. The image of the Waste land expresses widespread anxiety 

over the loss of cultural continuity at the beginning of the 20th century. 

What was meant as a stay against the waning of belief-systems by Eliot, 

anticipates an endangered state of culture as a "heap of broken images" 

(Eliot 30). Many characters in the novel are indeed haunted by the 

dissociation of their cultural memories which forewarns them that all 

consciousness of historical totality has been suspended. Gibbs mentions 

that once he knew the whole poem by heart, now he lingers in the middle 

of "cultural wastefulness" (Le Clair 589). All coherence of the Western 

heritage has been abandoned, because the integrating principles of middle-

class culture are no longer universally valid. 
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The Waste land-imagery speaks to the spiritual desolation of a 

society where perception of reality is inevitably coupled with deceptions 

and fictions about the world. The culture at stake lacks clairvoyant 

individuals to prevent the catastrophic consequences of present 

enterprises. The "wasteland"- metaphor assumes here a parodic meaning, 

if one considers the waste-problem which the world of the novel perma

nently has to encounter. Waste-reduction and disposal as Thomas Le 

Clair points out in his essay on JR is one of the central topics of the 

novel. 

Gibbs' desperate gesture to grasp historical totality in a book 

project is symptomatic. The sheer quantity of references that he con

siders essential inundate him to the point of utter exhaustion. He is 

also incapable of identifying the sources of his information accurately. 

The obliviousness to the authorship of historical material contributes 

to the sense of deprived cultural relatedness. In that sense the flashing 

sign "NO DEPOSIT NO RETURN" serves as a fitting commentary on our sense 

of the past. On the scale of exchange between remembrance and forget-

fulness, the scale tips over to the side of forgetting. Cultural discon

tinuity and lack of depth follows the annihilation of links to the past. 

This impasse is characteristic of disrespect and forgetfulness 

towards historical developments. Memorable quotations are often cited 

completely isolated from their original context. After the loss of the 

original source, the meaning of a learned reference can be deformed to 

adapt it to every desirable meaning as a quasi free-floating fragment 

of knowledge. Schramm lives in a world where only statements by authori

tative literary voices seem to motivate actions. He is reported "to be 
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sitting on the floor back there babbling Hart Crane there is a world 

dimensional for those untwisted by the love of..(things irreconcilable-

my addition), (JR 621). In the context of the poem "For the Marriage 

of Faustus and Helen" it is unclear whether the line is actually written 

by Crane or just another reference derived from the unlimited array of 

other texts (Crane 26-33). Schramm, though, reads the line as what 

Crane calls a "stock quotation" in the poem and twists it to fit the 

preservation of his personal world view. Schramm adopts role models 

such as Tolstoy or Crane to the point where he can no longer distinguish 

the models from his own life. Indeed, one explanation for his suicide 

would be to see it as an imitation of Crane's. Quotations carry use-

value for him, yet tend to become rapidly exchangeable. 

The novel contains many other illustrations of how references 

and allusions have, in fact, assumed a productive use-value. Gibbs 

frequently refers to Empedocles, Goethe, Conrad, Wiener etc. in order 

to bolster up his polemic ravings with allusions. His erudition displays 

a productive and even creative use of source-material, even while he is 

misquoting: 

listen whole god damned problem read Wiener on communication, 
more complicated the message more God damned chance for errors, 
take a few years of marriage such a God damned complex of messages 
going both ways can't get a God damned thing across, God damned 
much entropy going on... (JR 403). 

Gibbs' use of knowledge is creative in the sense that he applies Wiener's 

theory of communication to everyday communicative situations in order 

to explain conflicts in marital relations. The carefully upheld 

boundaries between life and art will become blurred, if the products of 

high art are employed for problem solving in quotidian life. Ideas become 
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subsequently a degradation to a sterile value of exchange. Moreover, 

reproduction eliminates any novelty possible in history: Gibbs'book is 

an "everything's happened book about everybody knows" (JR_605). 

Gaddis parodies mundane ignorance about historical origins by 

blending contemporary popular ideologies with performances of mythological 

texts. Bast tries to alert JR to "the whole sense of, of sheer wonder 

in the Rhinegold" (JR 655). The attempt to perform Wagner's Ring-cycle 

is mocked in the following quotation: 

Faster, Bast played now as though hurrying to catch a train, 
straining toward the crescendo of its arrival till this, with 
pain that creaked to his elbow as the chord he struck, was all he 
heard, and the cry of the dwarf was lost, Hark floods! Love I 
renounce forever.. .lost, if it was ever made at all, the figure 
running down the aisle reaching the piano as it crashed with the 
Rhinegold motif that brought the pile of stairs cascading to the 
stage and scattered the Rhinemaidens in disheveled pursuit of the 
dwarf, who seemed indeed to know his part, and had got 
off with the Rhinegold (JR 36). 

Myth has become mere burlesque when it can no longer convey a sense of 

authentic historicity. The rehearsals for the Ring-cycle are never 

completed, after the dwarf Alberich alias JR has stolen the gold. In 

Wagner's text, the treasure is eventually restored to its proper place 

in exchange for love, which can flourish thereafter as a culturally 

redemptive force. This exchange does not take place in JR. Here the 

gold turns out to be real money for the purchase of the students' share 

in America. What used to be a symbol of royal power has become pure 

sign of equivalent value on the bourgeois market: the throne has literally 

tumbled down. The cycle remains incomplete, because money fails to arouse 

love. Whereas Richard Wagner could still reimagine the foundational 

myths of German culture, myth remains removed from our current 
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consciousness. The central impetus of human beings in the waste land, 

as reinscribed by JR's theft, is the mitigation of existential loss and 

the pursuit of personal profit. Parody elucidates the awkward, 

unbridgable gap between historical reality and contemporary projections 

of the past. The power of myth to validate life has been destroyed in 

a mass-culture where exchange dominates even immaterial values. 

The rewriting and absorption of history in JR is common practice 

under the implicit consensus that the prevailing discourses have to be 

supported. All those characters who unscrupulously distort the past, 

implicitly assume that everybody knows what America is all about on 

account of cliches about America as "a corporate democracy" and a "free 

enterprise-system" (JR 49). If the power-interests of the business world 

desire so, the history of underprivileged Native Indians can be retro

spectively altered. PR-expert Davidoff releases a script that intends 

to "rekindle tribal spirit." (JR 637) In this scenario it is tacitly 

postulated that Indians all know how to use a bow or paddle a canoe. 

Power-plays erode the concept of historical truth, when newspaper 

articles are written before an event or when biographies are largely 

invented. Public media like the press and television have to be con

trolled with the intention to release only what is marketable for the 

business world. The "bio" stylizes JR into a "man of vision" (JR 650). 

10 In this context, the epigraph, that really stems from Marx, 
may induce us to doubt whether the loss of a historical sense is really 
to be regretted. The epigraph says:"From each according to his ability, 
to each according to his needs." The Marxian assertion suggests that every 
society produces its own "super-structure" of myths and ideologies on 
the basis of its current needs with the result that the past is neces
sarily destroyed. 
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that have made America what is is today"(JR 652). The public image is 

here completely detached from reality. Self-interest reigns over history 

and historiography to such an extent that the very concept of history 

is diminished to a battlefield of discursive power-plays. Truth can no 

longer be distinguished from fiction, because reality is mainly 

experienced as simulacra of authentic events in the mass media. 

Every branch of culture has been predated and superimposed by 

games of exchange. These systems have abolished their own presuppositions 

which have empowered original productivity: the external addressee of 

exchange has become excludable as the result of an augmented emphasis 

on intrinsic efficiency for optimum results. Systems of exchange have 

run hermetic, sterile, and impotent, for the loss of referentiality in 

those systems transforms value in JR into mere sign. Gaddis insinuates 

that capitalist systems of production bear the natural tendency to trans

form use-value into "lifeless" exchange value (JR 3). Systems in this 

manner efface their own origin. 

The childishness of these systems is mirrored in the serious 

childishness of the professionals and an infantile seriousness among 

children: Donny, diCephalis'son, creates his own monetary system, Eigen's 

son expresses his love for his mother in money. Gaddis repeatedly draws 

analogies between systems of exchange in a late capitalist society and 

the origin of games. The rules of the game "economics" have been arranged 

previous to the beginning of the play, based on libidinal figuration of 

absence and presence. Once the game has started, the rules are 

unalterable. Most businessmen in the novel justify themselves with the 
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disclaimer that they are not responsible for the rules of the game. As 

the traditional modes of societal renewal have become defunct, culture 

is plummeting into a state of incorrigible immaturity. 

Any representation of history or tradition must become pure 

parody or evocation of an empty gesture, because the notion of historical 

plenitude is irretrievably lost. Eliot's idea to redeem the present 

through the past becomes increasingly impractical, for the dominant 

bourgeois ideologies have completely forged the way in which we perceive 

any cultural formation. The ambiguity of the word "forging" in this 

context is no coincidence: Gaddis has worked through the theme of culture 

as ubiquitous counterfeiting already in his first novel The Recognitions. 

As cultural artifacts are forged(=produced) by egoistic human systems, 

the destruction of culture ensues. I want to argue that Gaddis considers 

forgery in this double sense as one of the central paradoxes of modern 

art. 

If history as a product of exchange has been rendered contro

versial, the question is whether the classical tradition of the novel 

still can be considered a productive and feasible medium for commentary 

and critique of Postmodern reality. The novel certainly can not disen

tangle itself from the incessant dialectics of recognition and misappre

hension of reality. How then will the Postmodern novel achieve the 

revitalization of its own tradition, given that the traditional narrative 

has been solidifying cultural modes of exchange ? 

The poetics of the traditional narrative defines a story as a 

medium with an economy of drives. The reader is commonly offered a return 

of all the libidinal energy that he invests into the text. Like a human 
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body the classic linguistic body seeks a state of perfect drive discharge 

in the harmonious unraveling of all narrative knots. To that end every 

element of a narrative has to expend energy usefully at least for the 

total libidinal curve of the narrative: dissipation of energy is a 

cultural taboo. Gaddis' critical reassessment of the novel through a 

parodic subversion of the novelistic tradition decomposes the libidinal 

economy of the text, i.e. it criticizes the systems of "libidinal normali

zation" which have governed the classic narrative through frequent disrup

tions of narrative flow (Lyotard Acinema 355). 

Gaddis' skilful layering of themes provides us indeed with a 

multifaceted, confusing picture of central problems in American society. 

The reader of JR receives a discernible assortment of events, even though 

it is difficult to recapitulate the exact causal and temporal structure 

of the plot. After an initial reading of the text, we are able to narrate 

most of the major events, their connection and the themes of the novel. 

Yet these elements are dispersed over the narrative, so that causal 

links are often obfuscated by the text. The central themes of the text 

are deployed through multiple forms of disparate clues, allusions and 

conversational references. Even infrequent narrative intrusions do not 

advance the plot or our knowledge of the characters. The reliability of 

this information is dubious, as we have only the characters' word for 

the accuracy of factual explanations. 

Plot is also transmitted through extended variations on a given 

theme: a long conversation between various characters at the beginning 

of the novel is framed by a quotation which comments on the necessity 

for systems to gain confidence among their clientele (JR 21-51). The 
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complete conversation works as an associative collage that comments on 

this quotation. Scenes appear to be interlocked similarily on the basis 

of recurring, distorted mentions of a topic. The reader is reminded of 

the metafictional passage in Absalom, Absalom, where stories are said 

to be linked like pools connected by an "umbilical water-cord," each of 

them echoing the unseen fall of the pebble (Faulkner 261). Instead of 

a linear progression of events and continuous elaboration of ideas the 

text progresses via repeatedly emerging themes in wavering, cyclical 

lines of repetition with substitution. In this manner, the text forces 

the reader to divert attention from ideas and opinions that are scattered 

or echoed throughout the text. Modes of narrative transmission seem 

much more relevant than the ideas of the novel for a reading of the 

text. This novel insistently discards an arc of narrative directionality. 

Gaddis juxtaposes two different views of plot advancement in 

order to show us that the realist approach to plot is incompatible with 

authentic time. The linear, chronological advancement of the plot is 

severly disturbed by the circular flow of the narrative. Gaddis mocks 

the reader's assumptions about traditional plot when he advises Bast to 

Write a cantata you don't need a plot, problem everybody running 
around wants to be told what happens next don't need a plot, looking 
for the wise man tell them what am I supposed to do now God damned 
wise man find out he's doing the same God damned thing walks up 
the shade and he's gone, rest of us sitting here looking at his 
footprints think he took it with him and he's gone...(JR 399). 

Gibbs exposes to ridicule the classical view that every plot requires a 

beginning, a clear development and a resolution without any rifts in 

the progression: according to Gibbs, we all desire to know what happens 

next, we all desire to know the wise man's destiny. In reality, stories 

do not take place in such a sequential manner. In fact, "life is all 
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middle," all process (JR 486). The traditional reader erroneously imposes 

his expectation of narrative order on the text, but mistakes it for the 

course of events in time. Gibbs privileges the cantata, because here we 

are aware that the story is distinct from stories in reality: a narrative 

in a cantata is sung, but not dramatized. In an opera, the distinction 

between mimetic representation and narrative is clouded. 

The circular development of the plot is at odds with the tradi

tional premise that time progresses in a linear and chronological fashion. 

This linear basis of the traditional narrative is opposed to the circui

tous paradigm of eternal recurrence, in which reality can be seen as 

well. In the alterior cyclical pattern, a compulsive necessity to repeat 

the past is mirrored. To view history as linearity allows at least for 

potential change, whereas eternal recurrence condemns mankind to an 

immobile stasis of sameness and no hope for improvement of a meaningless 

existence. The simultaneous coexistence of both views renders time a 

disturbing ontological paradox of being that can never be resolved into 

a comforting pattern of belief. 

As Docherty has shown, in the classical narrative plot served 

to organize and control time within the formal constraints of the text. 

Time in JR, though, has assumed an untameable and discontinuous reality. 

Time is allowed to make "surreptitious leaps forward, knocking whole 

wedges at once from what remained of the hour" (JR 256). Often, the 

text emphasizes the divisions which official time erects in the endless 

river of temporality: "a clock disposed of an hour with a click" (JR 

332). The illusion that time is continuous has been deterred, time has 
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become fragmented into divisions and classifications, which demarcate 

man-made reality from undifferentiated temporality. 

The text frequently personifies clocks to make the strike of 

the clock that severs past, present, and the future appear as a 

deliberate, yet arbitrary act. Then we realize that time is grounded on 

a system of convention and arbitrariness like any human system of communi

cation. On one occasion, the diCephalis family is led through a weekend 

in inconspicuous movements: 

...and finally the gray yielded to dark, the clock made another 
try at striking the hour, missed, waited, tried again unheard, 
again, until the alarm stung the silence into another sunless day 
(JR 316). 

The change of day is almost imperceptible for an observer. We witness 

transitions from "gray" to "dark" to "sunless." Only the noise of the 

alarm controls time. On a "sunless day" we would not even know about 

the time of the day without the ordering instructions from clock and 

alarm. 

In this passage, the text disrupts the relationship between 

narrative time and narrated time. In most conversational passages one 

finds almost an identity between these two forms of time-presentation. 

The narrator accelerates the passage of time in this scene in order to 

compress a whole night into a few seconds of narrative time. The text 

exercises a tight textual grip on time. We become aware of the fact 

that the coverage of time in fiction does not observe a natural course, 

but is integral to a set of formal conventions condensed in the tradition 

of the novel. Time becomes a rhetorical act, willed by the narrator. 

The division of temporality in fiction is not homogeneous with 

time in reality. The narrator has made particular choices and selections 
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on the basis of the narrative economy which regulates traditional narra

tion. If the established equilibrium of rapid and slow progression, 

descriptive and narrative passages is missing the reader may lose interest 

in the text or just skip a seemingly jarring point. In the traditional 

story, ruptures in the continuity of plot are motivated in regards to a 

larger narrative intentionality. Gaps in the temporal organization of 

JR, though, are unorthodox and seem unmotivated in terms of the whole 

narrative. When Norman Angel is out of town, almost a whole week is 

bridged within a page. The coverage of time in the novel bespeaks the 

secretaries'judgment that nothing is happening. But the same point could 

be made about most other scenes. The choice of this scene for rapid 

transition is arbitrary: the metonynmic, exemplary relationship between 

episode and reality skids. 

Such formal restrictions incorporate epistemological conventions 

about the nature of time. The aforementioned passages show us that time 

advances, in fact, in different modes depending on individual states of 

mind. We can distinguish three modes of time. Public time imposes an 

appearance of order and reliability over absolute time, whereas subjective 

time marks the mind's individual adjustment to the inevitable passage 

of absolute time. Natural time does not exist in human thinking. By 

pointing to these different modes of time, Gaddis examines the episte

mological problems connected with human classifications of time, 

especially the notion that any order of temporality can be identical 

with the real character of time. Public and private time arise from 

rhetorical schemes, as frequent personifications of time in the text 

elucidate. By way of an almost human performance, time assumes a 
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threatening omnipotence as public time. Temporality in its official 

form creates public expectation of achievement so that time has been 

appointed an acting subject under the pressures of production: time is 

money. But hardly anyone seems capable of keeping track with official 

time, because their watches either do not work, are stolen, or indicate 

the wrong time. Gaddis parodies our psychological adjustments to time 

with Bast's idiosyncratic clock that runs backwards. He just writes a 

conversion chart that adapts the two spheres of public and private time 

(JR 375). Public and subjective time constantly engage in rhetorical 

struggle. Parody opens up the discrepancy between uncontrollable absolute 

time and futile human efforts to force time under a human order. Public 

demand and private need remain irreconcilable if time is absorbed in 

systems of exchange. 

The novel also causes the impression of frequent spatial disloca

tion, for Gaddis places in question generic conventions of description. 

In his book Narrative Crossing Alexander Gelley expounds that descriptions 

in literature are traditionally linkages of lexical and visual modes of 

textual representation (10). The represention of an object often entails 

the effort to display and simultaneously modify the concept at stake. 

The visualization of an object (like a person) incorporates the on-looker 

in the narcissistic pleasure of recognition as a form of refinding. 

The on-looker translates and appropriates perceptions into the linguis

tically constituted edifice of the human mind. 

Gaddis insistently disturbs the assumption that behind the surface 

of signifiers there is a preexisting, objective reality to be seen. 
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Gaddis' descriptions render it very hard to visualize the concepts at 
t 

stake. The following scene illustrates this assertion: 

...he dipped and crested, swung the door, and they came through 
bobbing, streaming, running, downwind in the seaways stretched 
before them where, dead ahead, beating his course close-hauled, 
hat turned up all around, white handkerchief puffed right next to 
the hearing aid made fast to the leach of light gray flannel, the 
immaculate specter approaching eased off abruptly to make the 
walnut piling on a beam reach, luff unsteadily, and begin to gather 
sternway.-Oh here Governor, here... Davidoff veered full throttle 
cutting across vagaries of wind and sail and the dictates of labored 
metaphor, threatening capsize on all hands-(JR 90) 

The passage concentrates on Governor Cates' external appearance: handker

chief, hearing aid, suit etc., which tells us nothing distinct about 

the person in order to separate him from other businessmen. The children 

are equally undistinguished because the "bobbing, streaming, running" 

dissolves them into a moving mass of bodies. The reader can hardly 

picture the constellation of characters to each other, because the marine 

language considerably defamiliarizes the scene due to the disturbing 

impact of figures like "close-hauled" or "to gather sternway." The use 

of metaphors from a strange context removes the person at stake from 

the realm of our imagination. The idea of visualization in narrative 

apparently relies on the illusion that linguistic terms "create" real 

pictorial representations of concepts. 

Extended figurative language from a specific semantic sphere 

compels the reader to anchor meaning solely in the linguistic field. We 

succumb to the " dictates of labored metaphor" and the necessity to 

decode the scene after a study of the marine register involved. The 

object of perception is no longer presented. A turmoil of metaphorical 

language has displaced the person. Gaddis parodies the conventions of 

description, when he accentuates the false illusion of a cable between 
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language makes us see an object. Instead we associate images with a 

descriptive passage through the mediation of linguistic concepts. In 

that respect our perception of reality deserves to be called a re-finding 

of objects, a copying of an image that is already engraved in the mind 

as a disfigured imitation of reality. 

The scene promises to be descriptive, but assumes parodic quality 

when it turns away from the visual axis. What promises to be a soothing 

transition between conversational occasions that would situate us 

spatially within the locale, turns into a disconcerting interference 

with narrative progression. Often the transitions indeed disrupt the 

plot and make us stop to look at the very language of this disruption. 

The text frequently defies the arrival at spatial certainties. 

Most of the frequently visited locations are marked by a degree of dis

order that impedes us from positioning either the character or ourselves 

in a setting. Bast's room in the aunt's house and the apartment at 

96th Street refute anybody's hope to find a perspective, as we can see 

in the following scene: 

Over cartons and lampshades the mop flew to lodge behind Appleton's 
and he hitched himself back to the edge of the plateau steadying 
one foot on Won't Burn, Smoke, or Smell, looking into it, digging 
among undeveloped film rolls, string, an odd glove, defunct 
cigarette lighters, coming up with a straw beach slipper he fitted 
descending, paused again to brush another layer of dirt down his 
front before he sat on the sofa's edge staring down at a fresh 
lined page, up at the ceiling, the Baldung, at 24-7 Oz Pkgs Flavored 
Loops...(JR 286). 

Disorder seems "produced" by an entropic, excessive world. The quotation 

exposes a culture which produces an excess of waste: an odd glove, defunct 

cigarette lighters, undeveloped film rolls, objects which have become 
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disposable. Waste virtually unlocks and overwhelms the order of the room. 

While Gibbs still hopes to gain control over all the refuse at the 

beginning, he aimlessly stares at the walls at the end, unable to concen

trate on his book. The reader is equally confused in the face of all 

the untidiness, so that the prospect of the room is obliterated. Gaddis 

constructs an image of disturbing spatial disorder, in order to expose 

all our feelings of spatial fixity as mere illusion of local safety. 

Gaddis' frequent references to the door add to this impression. The 

door of the apartment holds only by a hinge and threatens to come off 

any time, which it does at the end of the novel to let in even more 

junk. Limits between inside and outside space, between privat and public 

territory have become fluid due to omnipresent wastefulness. 

Whenever limits of perception are threatened, contacts between 

objects whether in society or in nature are hazardous: 

through evergreen foundation planting just gone sunless with 
stifling the prospect of roses run riot only to be strangled by 
the honeysuckle which had long since overwhelmed the grape arbor 
at the back, where another building was being silently devoured 
by rhododendron before his eyes (JR 4). 

Violence is triggered off as the plants get in touch to the point that 

they "overwhelm" and "devour" each other. The text expresses a strangely 

unfamiliar prospect of the plants through the use of metaphors which 

express violent action. This scene illuminates that we cannot innocently 

assimilate what is external and alien to our consciousness. Language 

distances an object from observation by obscuring lines of distinction. 

Language virtually consumes and attacks reality in the sense that it 

forfeits our illusion about the possibility to represent nature mimeti-

cally. 
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There is no imaginable distinctness to nature in the novel. As 

in the quoted passage, the boundaries between nature and culture have 

become nebulous to the extent that this dichotomy as such becomes 

increasingly debatable. In a world that emphasizes utility over anything 

else, nature must be completely domesticated. Whenever nature intrudes 

into the text, it is cut off or paved over. Nature-scenes are true "waste 

lands" evoking the "lonely height of passionate deformity"(JR 663). It 

is no longer possible to light out for the territory. The hero of the 

20th century professes as Tom Sawyer, as captain of American industry. 

Representation cannot focus on the relationship between nature and culture 

because nothing but culture remains. The text mentions parodically the 

Romance of Cobalt, by the writer Gall, a pamphlet which has nothing to 

do with a serious discussion of nature, but glorifies the history of 

cobalt mining. The novel JR can be called an Anti-Pastoral, because the 

text refutes a synthesis between natural and cultural forces. For this 

text, only the infinte texture of culture is left. 

Yet Gaddis also parodically undermines the possibility to depict 

the structures of a cultural system adequately in the novel. The concept 

of culture has been eroded as well. Especially education in culture has 

been degraded into a mockery of school's traditional objectives. The 

functionaries of the school-board desire the school to be an 

"interference-free-closed-circuit-school setup" (JR 26/27). The school 

has been aligned with the entertainment business. Curricula are pre

written for the teacher's use with the intention to consolidate the 

ruling power-interests. The acquisition and distribution of knowledge 

has become instrumental to the exercise of power through discourse. 
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For Gaddis, preexisting parameters of a unified, monolithic 

culture are unthinkable: the advocates of an epistemological "realism" 

may define culture as a determinable commonality of mankind, but the 

significance of the referent "culture" is highly debatable, because the 

external referent beyond the signifier is virtually unlimited, with the 

consequence that one doubts whether a novel about culture is possible 

at all. The authors of classical realist narratives never faltered in 

their conviction that it is a feasible project to portray a complex social 

system. In the modern and postmodern period, though, the conditions for 

the existence of meaning and totality are subject to dispute. 

What can ideologically restrained language predicate about culture 

at all besides the reference to its own entanglement into culture? The 

French theorist Lyotard is very helpful on the complicity of culture 

and narrative. His analysis The Postmodern Condition defines "narrative 

(as) a quintessential form of customary knowledge" (Lyotard 6/7). Through 

the symbolic order conflicting ideologies in a society create metanar-

ratives which preserve the illusion of culture as a non-antagonistic 

totality. Narrative bears a foundational function of legitimizing the 

discourse of conflicting cultural groups. Postmodern narrative throws 

light on these suppositions that have naturalized the concept of story

telling as a faithful depiction of reality. 

Again and again the dialogic bursts forth in Gaddis' text to 

effect Bakhtinian reversals of the middle-class cultural order. The 

centrifugal forces in a culture can never be successfully suppressed. 

Gibbs and Eigen deliver lectures in their classes, which are considered 

politically and morally offensive. In the following scene, for instance, 
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the school superintendent Stye comments on a photograph of the class 

6J, touched up by the company for PR-purposes: 

just touched up with the airbrush here and there in fact's probably 
the most depraved looking bunch of underprivileged I've ever seen, 
your boy here's right out of A1 Fatah and this girl on the end 
looks like she does it in doorways and look at this one, down 
front her holding up the stock certificate, ever see so much greed 
confined in one small face (JR 461) 

Behind bourgeois decency and propriety we detect the anarchic, the erotic, 

the immoral. The disturbing forces constantly evoke laughter in the 

reader by unmasking barriers of communication between competing modes of 

discourses. The representational character of the picture has been put 

under erasure so that the reader discovers the existence of socioeconomic 

stratification. The company managers want to boast about their success 

"vertical integrationwise," but the distortion of the picture has merely 

brought images of the actual underprivileged to light. Representation 

is revealed as nonauthentic forgery. In the fissure that the slippage 

of official signification allows, the carnivalesque and insidious in a 

culture looms forth. Language appeals to us in its principal hetero

geneity and discursiveness, as Gaddis insinuates. The boundaries between 

reality and artifice are increasingly shown to be conceit to the point 

that we have to doubt radically the substance of reality. 

The novel JR offers a parody of culture in the respect that it 

promises to be about culture: we are promised to find out what America 

is all about. But instead we receive just popular fictions of America. 

As in the scene above, Gaddis often subverts public representations of 

reality in dialogues. What appears like impressions of culture turns 

out to be literature partaking in, yet brandishing the triviality of 
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media projections. The multiplicity of a culture forecludes any 

generalizing statements about the identity of a national culture. 

In that manner, the narrative of JR forces us to defer the final 

interpretation of the text. Yet, does JR signify no redemptive closure 

at all? Is the novel a sole straying of unconnected signifiers, as Roland 

Barthes likes to see the Postmodern text, writing without any desire to 

express a message? At first glance, the text is "accessible" insofar as 

we do not find ourselves at the center of an entirely hermetic linguistic 

universe like Finnegan's Wake. After all, JR promises the reader at 

least more comprehensibility than The Recognitions (1955), Gaddis' first 

novel with truly encyclopedic dimensions.** The novel JR may be compli

cated due to its consistency. The novel's difficulty lies in the radical 

intensification of surface-reality through the entrance of multiple 

discourses. The question remains whether the text JR ever attains a 

full unraveling of truth in the braiding of its narrative ? 

Although Gaddis resorts to many Modernist techniques of composi

tion, as the discontinuity of time or the simultaneity of actions, the 

novel JR leaps beyond the claims of Modernist fiction about value in 

literature. Apparently,the text defies an immediately redemptive destina

tion for the artistic enterprise in bourgeois society. Art is not 

salvaged as a protective refuge from reality. Eigen and Gibbs, we 

suspect, will never complete their books, overwhelmed as they are by 

their environment. Schramm commits suicide after he has put out his 

I* William Gaddis would not agree with this judgment. In an inter
view for The Paris Review in 1986, he calls his first novel the more 
comprehensible of the two texts, because The Recognitions still contains 
extensive traditional narration (81). 
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eye. Bast, however, undergoes a process of recognition that is vision-

cleansing and for us paradigmatic: 

I told him this morning I don't have to anymore I don't have to 
try to write music (...)-I never had to, it was just something I 
never questioned before I thought it was all I was here for and 
he, everybody thought that they thought I was doing something 
worth doing he did too but he, nothing's worth doing he told me 
nothing's worth doing till you've done it and then it was worth 
doing even if it wasn't because that's all you..(JR 715) 

Edward's temporary substitute-father Duncan shatters Bast's belief that 

his artistic occupation is meaningful beyond any doubt. So far, the 

questionable descent from the artist James Bast was for Bast a desirable 

point of departure, because from this certainty he would have experienced 

an authentic motivation for his work. He comprehends, that he was 

deceived by subordinating life to art. 

Edward gains this insight at the expense of lost paternity. The 

ideal of his artist-father is destroyed when Bast hears about his father's 

romantic fallacies. The absent father will eventually reappear, but 

Bast dispenses with the existential necessity to clarify his biological 

identity. It does not count whether he is born under the sign of money 

or art. Even if Bast's real fatherhood could be ascertained, it would 

not be possible to disentangle the identity of the artist Bast. His 

descent is already involved with a bondage between money and art as a 

conflict initiated in the paternal bloodline. 

The origin of the difference between the two brothers lies in 

the mythical figure of their father, who is a myth in a parodic sense. 

We can elicit his impact on the sons from the following account of the 

father's burial: 



-Why, it's just like that story about Father's dying wish to have 
his bust sunk in Vancouver harbor, and his ashes sprinkled on the 
water there, about James and Thomas out in the rowboat, and both 
of them hitting at the bust with their oars because it was hollow 
and wouldn't go down, and the storm coming up while they were out 
there, blowing his ashes back into their beards. (JR 3) 

Freud's myth of the originary patricide is echoed in a grotesquely 

humorous form here. The sons try to exorcize the memory of the father 

as symbolized by the bust. But the bust will not sink, because it is 

hollow. The image of the father is just a totem, just a sign for the 

lingering presence of the father. The legacy of the father will not 

vanish, it turns back onto the sons. Being his own father's successor 

the father of Thomas and James has implanted the conflict into his sons. 

The problem at the heart of the conflict is not a cultural myth, but 

human misery. 

The beginning of the conflict seems to be situated, as far as 

the story discloses, in the Quaker father's faith in conflicting prin

ciples. This conflict represents a basic paradox of American thought. 

On the one hand, he staunchly believes in religious principles, on the 

other he rejects everything that is not immediately useful: 

Well his father heard it and went right down, and broke the violin 
over father's head. We were a Quaker family, and after all, where 
you just didn't do things that didn't pay" (JR 4). 

Without an absolute origin to the family-conflict, the story is born 

already with a disunity, a contradiction. The emergence of the familial 

opposition is repeatedly pushed further back into history and opens an 

infinite regress of speculation. After all, the Quaker father is only 

heir to his spiritual fathers. 

The absolute origin of the dispute has irrevocably vanished 

into history, for Bast's desire of being one with his heritage cannot 
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be fulfilled at the point of engenderment. The narrative defies the 

character's search for identity, but not enough so that Bast has to 

reject his heritage. The aforementioned scene can be read as an ironic 

devaluation of any confidence in absolute points of departure for narra

tives. The text inscribes another dissolution to Bast's search for 

genealogy by making it impossible for Edward to rediscover his family's 

house after he has returned from the hospital. The coming into being of 

the Basts is buried in history and therefore lost. 

Among the brothers, the paternal conflict is apparently doubled 

into two persons. The ineffable unity has been dispersed into difference 

and gossip instead of linearity. In the case of Bast, the conflict is 

carried on in one person, bast-ardized: the distinction between art and 

business has become invisible. In fact, art and business appear to live 

in a very "competitive" and prolific symbiosis. Thomas records music 

from James' famous visi-tors, and James in turn owes his fame to some 

extent to the fact that music has become reproducable as a shadow of 

the original. 

The traditional model of the genealogical narrative which per

petually seeks its one origin and the Father who authorizes the one 

Sign of meaning, is parodied in JR to question the very assumptions of 

this quest. Bast's abortive search for genealogy signifies more than a 

character's search for selfhood: in the metonymic quest for the father, 

desire for being and for identity has been inscribed into the narrative 

as the preontological structural impulse for telling a story. Bast's 

abdication of paternity signals for the narrative the self-eclipsing of 

the narrative's desire to find its enabling purpose. 
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Many traditional narratives in Western culture engender themselves 

from father to son in a linear and patriarchal manner. The conflict in 

JR can be traced back to the founding father along masculine lines. 

Women have always been marginalized from the course of the family-history, 

their stories have not been told. But the text questions the course of 

traditional narrative reproduction. In JR.,. the genealogy of the Bast-

family is largely narrated by women: Julie, Ann, and Stella Angel spread 

the word about the family-saga. Gaddis debunks in this sense the assump

tion that stories start in masculine linearity. Narratives told by 

women arise from gossip, rumour, dispute. Such condensations of multiple 

voices from various oral sources progress along cyclical rather than 

1inear 1ines. 

For men such modes of story-telling are scandalous. The aunts 

indeed have a rather "tenuous grasp on reality" and live hopelesssly in 

the past (JR 358). Thus, many details of their account cannot be tied 

into a linear narrative at all. Gaddis parodies linear narrative by 

showing man's anger about these stories : women as storytellers are 

considered castrating witches, "Beware women who blow on knots"(JR 486). 

Their storytelling unties the narrative knot that guarantees the return 

to the symbolic father. Narrative reproduction in a patrilinear mode 

has become defunct when energy is not spent for the narratives of "success 

and free enterprise," but invested out of sheer pleasure of storytelling. 

At the end, however, women's marginalization has been reinforced again. 

The aunts have returned to Indiana. Two women who are considered 

dangerous for the economic order, Stella and Amy Joubert, are tied in a 

legal suit. 
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The denouement to Bast's story is ironic, because we know that 

the arts will remain marginalized, or one could say carefully subsumed 

under exchange-systems. JR inadvertently captitalizes at the end when 

he rises undamaged out of the ruins of his first company to head for a 

new beginning. Like Huck Finn, he sets out for the new territory. This 

ending is the ultimate parodic twist, as the text evokes Huck Finn's 

gesture to escape into nature in order to gain new freedom. JR instead 

continues the game of business with deadly seriousness. The appeal to 

a perpetual renewal of freedom is replaced by a compulsive indulgence in 

capitalist economy. 

After we have seen that Gaddis evidently discards classical 

traditions of narrative as an inappropriate medium for cultural critique, 

we have to answer yet the question, what is the relationship between 

Postmodern fiction like JR and the structures of reality? At the end, 

JR identifies himself as the spiritual father of this book. He conmences 

to father a text. This text will not consider a conflict of interest 

between art and money: 

for all these here letters and offers I been getting because I mean 
like remember this here book that time where they wanted me to write 
about success and like free enterprise and allhey? And like remember 
where I read you on the train that time where there was this big 
groundswill about leading this here parade and entering public 
life and all? So I mean listen I got this neat idea hey, you 
listening? Hey? You listening...? (JR 726) 

JR will write about "success and free enterprise" as the foundation of 

Americanness. He sublimates the absence of familial genealogy with the 

definition of a "spiritual" genealogy: JR is a kind of mock-impersonation 

of the American transcendentalist, because he always stuns Bast with 

his "neat ideas." Considering the proportional relationship between 
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genealogical insecurity and the quest for identity in American history, 

his design can be called a plausible supplement.^ when JR reiterates 

the tale of free enterprise, he reproduces a trivial myth that legitimates 

his own selfish purposes in the system. 

As an example of the American dream come true, JR announces his 

reentry into the world of business, after he has been transformed into 

a myth through a "bio" on him:(JR 650-652). He imitates all the other 

American heroes who strove for the realization of the American dream as 

founders of dynasties: as the Great Gatsby or Citizen Kane. Gaddis 

clearly satirizes the development of American society at the end of the 

20th century, when the "hero" of the described society is a boy at the 

age of eleven, who just imitates the adults' childish games and draws 

inspiration from advertisements. This fact bespeaks the childishness of 

economic pursuits in the novel, which leaves the American dream always 

undreamt. 

The book concludes in radical indeterminacy about the identity 

of America. -Those factors of American identity enumerated by JR disclose 

potential paradoxes in American thought: 

-ca's about like what we have to protect and how we're always going 
around helping everybody out and how they should do everything 
like us and all you know? but I mean would you ever think he would 
of actually wrote to me himself hey...? (JR 726) 

The passage comments on the insoluble dialectics of individualism versus 

conformism, tolerance versus missionary zeal, and on all those paradoxes 

which are already foreshadowed in the myth of America as the New Eden. 

12 Eric Sundquist discusses this problem in detail in the intro
ductory chapter of his book Home as Found: Authoritvand Genealogy in 
Nineteenth-Century American Literature. 
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Many irresolvable paradoxes and indeterminacies in the American culture 

may arise from the fact that the USA is historically a bastard, or that 

it has too many fathers and mothers. Like Edward Bast, America has to 

live without the one origin to be found. 

Gibbs sees all these paradoxes incorporated in the "Protestant 

ethic can't escape it have to redeem it" (JR 477). Gibbs criticizes 

that this ethic has implanted the necessity of rigorous usefulness and 

compulsory return of investments into the minds of Americans. Morals, 

politics and economics have thus been conflated already in the conception 

of the United States, asking for an ultimate redemption of every action, 

even of narratives. 

In JR, all cultural products appear indeed as trash, as 

irreparably meaningless. The Modernist vision of art as a redemption 

from existential dilemmas appears slim. Gaddis can be seen as a radical 

cultural critic who questions the basis of a society that demands that 

every cultural product has to contribute to the "progress" of culture. 

Shortly before his death in "Bellevue," Bast's father-substitute Duncan 

rails against those who are still in the game for winning (JR 683). It 

seems that present forms of reproduction have caused a state of cultural 

myopia. Capitalist culture has irreversibly alienated human perception 

from insights into current developments of national production. 

Only Bast undergoes in "Bellevue" a personal revision. The 

value of artistic work is seen in the enjoyable process of creative 

play. Edward's conclusion resolves the problem of artistic motivation, 

as he suggests that the work of art should not be produced with respect 

to the use-value of the result in a society obsessed with utility. Art 



as trash is for him an attractive formula, because the artist conceives 

something out of cultural debris, from a delight of refinding that is 

not profitable within systems of exchange. Like him, the text intimates, 

the artist must realize that it is impossible to detach himself from 

the entanglement in bourgeois forms of exchange. The artist, who wants 

to initiate a parodic renewal of the novelistic genre, produces an 

eclectic text which boycotts the production of ultimate meaning. JR 

does neither establish a useful purpose or raison d'etre, nor will it 

be successful in the market-place. In that respect, JR is written on the 

basis of a "contract" (to use Barthes'terminology), which can be redeemed 

neither in bourgeois types of exchange nor in the Protestant ethic (S/Z 

89). The text expends upon itself a waste of energy, the text is itself 

jouissance, a temporary strike against exchange. The artist does not 

reform the ubiquitous system, parasitically he lives on it. 

The other pole of the "Waste land" analogy, the insistence on 

the necessity for perpetual replenishment of cultural orders is expressed 

only in a perverted and parodic sense: the artist finds fulfillment in 

his profession without even attempting any redemption. Bast climbs the 

curve of redemption from descent to ascent. But this achievement is at 

best a subjective modus vivendi, not the promise of human plenitude. 

Opposition against the system does not seem promising. 

Bast's insight and Gaddis'project with JR parallel each other 

in the sense that Gaddis' attempt to write a novel about American culture 

was from the beginning condemned to fail. But the success of Gaddis' 

project may lie exactly in this failure. In his failure, the artist 

accepts the chaos of contemporary reality. American reality is too 
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complex to be represented in a novel. All authentic perceptions of this 

reality turn out to be second hand simulacra of previous media projections 

anyway. Therefore the surface of JR looks to us so real, yet is so 

entirely different from reality. This novel may be about the impossi

bility of describing contemporary culture. 

The ending leads us back to language as our sole medium of 

communication. In the passage quoted above (JR 726), JR bids us to 

listen, which is exactly what the reader has to do if he wants to decode 

the constantly swerving contexts of the text. The possibility of mimetic 

intelligibility is thwarted, because language always controls our insight 

into reality. In fiction we recognize and yet misrecognize structures 

of the real. In that sense the text is nonteleological, because it 

subverts any attempt to establish a final meaning, but leaves the reader 

with traces, echoes and "footprints" (like those that are found on the 

walls of the apartment on 96th Street) which raise layers of recurring, 

fragmented and disfigured themes. If the reader follows these "chicken-

tracks" through continuous expansion and elaboration, he may finally be 

rewarded with a reading of the text, which is as valid as any other 

reading (JR 725). This meaning is permanently endangered, though. JR 

eludes from all conceptions of narrative economy and standardization so 

that the reader's desire to extract meaning from the text is fragile. 

The elusive status of interpretation in JR suggests that the 

novel is the continuation of the American romance as the realm of the 

indeterminacy of meaning. Michael Davitt Bell has described romance in 

his brilliant study The Development of American Romance as the sacrifice 

of the relation between the imaginary and the actual. We may not detect 
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immediately in what way Gaddis is cutting the cable between imagination 

and reality, because the surface of JR looks so authentic. But the whole 

narrative has been invented as a radically indeterminate literary text. 

The reader has to take recourse to his own imagination and his knowledge 

about the world as a stand-in in order to decipher this voluminous text. 

In a fiction that appears so real, yet so entirely constructed, 

the reader may indulge joyously into the dialectic game of extended 

hermeneutics. The reader is rewarded with alterior, useless delight. 

In that sense the story is not meant to be "real", but asks the reader 

for a playful, contextualizing imaginative participation. Bast describes 

this effect, as he refutes Amy's question, whether he strives for the 

suspension of disbelief: 

Yes but that's what you meant isn't it, about creating an entirely 
different world when you write an opera, about asking the audience 
to suspend its belief in the... -No not asking them, like that 
E flat chord that opens the Rhinegold goes on and on for a hundred 
and thirty-six bars until the idea that everything's happening 
under water is more real than sitting in a hot plush seat with 
tight shoes on and... (JR 111). 

Bast does not expect an audience to approach an opera with the readiness 

to suspend their disbelief. Through skilful manipulation with an enhanced 

reality of surfaces, where the distinction between art and life is opaque 

and even superfluous, Bast (and Gaddis) force(s) the reader to see forma

tive elements of reality in his work. The Postmodernist work of art 

does not pretend to be authentic. Fiction wants to be a disconcerting 

divergence from the common impression of reality. On the one hand we 

have seen that all reality has been contaminated by fiction, on the 

other hand we are offered fiction as an alternative, antithetical 

occupation. Counterfeiting, as we have said, has become one of the 



central paradoxes of human existence, one we cannot escape from. (Precog

nitions may be the only manner to perceive reality at all. Only a 

narrative that creates a synthesis of fictive exposures and its negative 

may touch upon reality. 

Out of interest in gossip and stories as a form of social inter

action, the reader gets caught in the weaving of a maze consisting of 

different narrative threads. In that manner the text involves the reader 

into the romance of reading by calling him forth to work imaginatively 

on the engulfing indeterminacies of the text. The communicatice goal 

of the text can be achieved in its lack of interpretive closure. 

The novel JR strips off a lot of the novel's supreme status. 

The text is taken down to the level of everyday culture, its myths, and 

its language. While the elitism of high culture is banned from the novel 

as far as the rhetoric of the text is concerned, the novel gains the 

force of accessibility. At the same time, Gaddis still writes for "a 

very small audience" (JR 417), because the literary experiment is not 

readable as a nonteleological text. The difficulty of understanding the 

text is located in the complexity of oral discourses. Gaddis thus 

illustrates to the reader the inherent difficulties and uncertainties of 

the hermeneutic process, whether in the book or in real life. 
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V. AUTHOR AND READER AS SHAREHOLDER 
IN THE CORPORATE DEMOCRACY OF THE TEST 

Throughout the 20th century, literature has frequently staged a 

performance with the title "The Death or the Disappearance of the Author." 

The same is true for the Postmodernist novel, where the problematic of 

the author has often been thematized in a metafictional mode. The erasure 

or self-effacement of textual origin does indeed have farreaching 

consequences for interpretation, because the unified creator of meaning 

behind the text has negated his authority. 

The creator of a fiction is always correlated with the assumption 

that a person has property rights and full control over signification 

in the text. Followers of interpretive intentional ism assume that only 

the author knows what he wants to express with a text. Yet, this premise 

has come under attack from various points of view: a person never fully 

masters all the intercultural crossings at work in his text. We also 

picture nowadays the human self as only peripherally conscious of his 

own thinking. In the light of these theoretical objections against 

intentionalist readings, one may still argue that the author of a literary 

text pursues intentions or formulates concerns, even though they may 

not be crucial for the reader. 

William Gaddis is a seminal example to study in this context, 

because he forestalls the role of the writer as the radiating source 

and control of significance in JR. The author deliberately obliterates 

his own presence in the text in order to show us that the approach to 

meaning in a text is much more complicated than to reaffirm the bourgeois 

concept of all narrative order being issued by one individual Gaddis 



renounces many manipulative functions of traditional authority. Whenever 

he visits the narrative through auctorial intrusions, though, he questions 

the epistemological conventions pursued by the mimetic narrator. Meaning 

in the text is derived from the history of all cultural texts, 

disseminated through a culture of discourses. The reader becomes a 

collaborator with the author in the writerly text, when the author 

encourages the reader to peruse the text creatively. 

Gaddis in fact relegates the majority of the textual passages 

to speaking voices, who are either identified by nothing but their names 

or are even anonymous. Such voices betray orality, immediacy and 

naturalness of the transcribed language Our presupposition must be that 

Gaddis wants to create the illusion that these conversations have taken 

place at some anterior point in history. The text begins as follows: 

-Money...? in a voice that rustled. 
-Paper, yes. 
-And we'd never seen it Paper money(JR 3) 

The naturalness of these constructed dialogues is deceptive as the 

dramatic extemporization of voices creates the illusion that the presence 

of real persons can be recuperated: the material rustling of the voice 

asserts a presence. In fact, any proper place for the self in language 

is already preceded by the first word: money. Codes of economy control 

any property and authority in the text, particularly that of the self. 

The text begins and closes with the language of economy, which displaces 

the human subject to a mere accessory of exchange. 

Consequently, those complex situational factors that constitute 

a context of communication are missing. It is therefore the task of the 

reader to interpret this disembodied speech Often the reader carries 
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the burden to insert a whole speaker position, especially in the case of 

phone-conversations: JR's calls from the phone-booth at school rely 

solely on the spoken voice. The reader becomes increasingly aware of the 

importance of all contextual cues that assist us to evaluate a spoken 

utterance justly. The more knowledge we have about such a speech act, 

especially about the personality of the speaker, the easier it will be 

to assess the speaker's strategy. The omission of the context invalidates 

many propositions. In conversations, knowledge about personality-factors 

of the speaker are almost indispensable. 

The presence of voices in the text is symptomatic of developments 

in our society which reduce living language to a medium of efficient 

information-transmission. The originator of speech acts in ordinary 

speech is in danger of marginalization. The leaders of the JR-company 

are displaced caricatures of managerial leaders During his only visit at 

the office, JR hides in "a distant bastion of brown leather" (JR 84)Cates 

is physically so impaired that he is likened to a toy, "God knows whose 

eyes he's looking through, windup toy with a tin heart" (JR 708). 

Managers in an materialistic culture are themselves marionettes of larger 

political processes. The individual has been decentered from procedures 

of production. 

We will find a similar ephemeralisation of the human author, if 

we explore the genesis of the multiple, straying voices in the novel. 

Voices spring forth from various sources and multiple registers. Often 

it is not helpful to ascribe a name of a speaker to a voice, for many 

characters in the business world are mere mouthpieces of a particular 

jargon. Davidoff, for instance, is perpetually spouting out PR-lingo: 



Now, in just a moment now, you'll have a close look at the many and 
varied contributions your company's products are making towards 
a growing America, and your share in helping our great country to 
turn the promise of tomorrow into the reality of today (JR 92). 

This talk reveals no independent thinking processes. Davidoff merely 

copies cultural myths. Other unidentifiable voices come from mail, ads, 

the radio or other cultural media. All these voices fulfill metonymic 

functions for particular discourse-crossings. Not the speaker fathers 

such an utterance, but the ideological content constitutes the character 

who is speaking. 

In these voicelike discourses, the authorship is often peripheral 

on account of the fact that the utterances are literally "disembodied." 

We do not even find narrative expositions, attributions or authorial 

attitudes towards speakers, so that only the rhetoric of the language 

identifies the origin of a voice. Such discourses are transindividual 

conventions, which are actualized through an individual. It is 

inconceivable, however, to determine the absolute authority behind these 

discursive practices, because an answer to this question would require 

a decision about the birth of ideologies. The competing modes of 

discourse in JR evoke the effacement of any absolute origins of 

signification, because political tactics request the erasure of first 

causes. Discourses are born out of parthenogenesis from a universal will 

to power. 

In this sense, the novel reverses the traditional expectation 

of an author of a discourse existing prior to the creation of the text. 

On the contrary, JR prioritizes the multiple discourses before the author 

of the text The narrator erases his own traces from the text in order 

to display the workings of language With the origins of voices lost, 



the text opens up for unbound intertextuality. The plurality of culture 

fathers textuality in the case of this novel. 

The author-figure remains removed from the text even in 

discernible narrative intrusions In most cases, narrative invasions are 

short transitions to combine conversational scenes with each otherlf 

the narrator actually branches out, his comments are extremely 

disconcerting for the reader. He who hopes for guidance to the 

interpretation of the text will be disappointed. 

The narrative is haunted by a narrative voice, which only upsets 

our expectations about authorial commentary. In these transitional 

episodes the narrator problematizes and dislocates the connection between 

visible and linguistic registers in mimetic representation. In passages 

like the following, the author scrutinizes the influence of authorial 

making: 

past the crumbling eyesore dedicated within recent memory as the 
Marine Memorial, past the graveled vacancy of a parking lot where 
a house, ravined by gingerbread, had held out till scarcely a 
week before, and through the center of town where all allusion to 
permanence had disappeared or was being slain within earshot by 
shrieking electric saws, and the glint of chrome that streaked 
the glass bank front across the resident image of bank furniture 
itself apparently designed to pick up and flee at a moment's notice 
doors or no doors, opened, as they were now, to dispense the soft 
music hovering aimlessly about a man pasteled to match the 
furniture...(JR 18/19) 

The narrative voice defines the nature of its own manipulative work. 

Benches are attributed human nature, a scene is obviously painted with 

a man "pasteled to match the furniture." Music has been personified 

into a spirit, "hovering aimlessly." Gaddis highlights his own 

controlling devices in the text by showing how he has shaped the 

character's positioning in the perceptual frame of the scene. Such visits 



of the author often apply filmic techniques in order to demonstrate 

varying degrees of motion and freezing. The camera, that is the reader's 

focus directed by the narrator, appears mounted on a rapid car (past 

and past) and finally zooms in for Whiteback and Mrs. Joubert talking. 

In other cases, Gaddis groups a descriptive passage around a 

central metaphor, as in the scene when Stella watches a train, 

following its lights receding as though desperate to lose distinc
tion among lights signifying nothing but motion, movement itself 
stilled by distance spreading to overwhelm the eye with the vacancy 
of punctuation on a wordless page. (JR 73/74) 

A metaphor of signification is at the center of the description The 

text speaks about the constitution of meaning: Gaddis draws an analogy 

between the experience of pure motion and the absence of punctuation on 

an empty page: both perceptions cause the loss of distinction. Both 

experiences are impressions of an intense nothing, "no thing" from 

language. Except for a feeling of the inexpressible beyond the collapse 

of mimetic economy, this passage highlights the presence of the narrator 

who composes the reader's prospect as an artifice. The text is not a 

shaped absence of the author, but a shaping presence of the artist.^ 

The narrator in other instances unsettles the reader's expectation 

about the status of a narrative passage within the narrative totality. 

This becomes clear in the following scene: 

13 In the choice of my terminology, I am indebted here to the 
introductory chapter of Charles Caramello's book Silverless Mirrors, 
which provides a useful discussion about the role of the authorial self 
in contemporary ficton. 



the wind came down, lost any voice but its own...and then the sudden 
iron nakedness of a piano frame still strung pounced shaping in 
the mud as though to fossilize a bedspring fused at this lonely 
height of passionate deformity caught now in a glance of lights 
where the ruts broke off on darkness glistening beyond, lights 
sweeping in with the maritime disdain to stop and add a burst of 
flashlight reduced to the jarring cadence of a man on foot. (JR 
663/664) 

The wind dissociates the voices of JR and Bast signalling that Bast is 

about to accept the omnipresence of economy. The rhetoric, on the other 

hand, conveys almost expressionistically "this lonely height of passionate 

deformity" as a perfect illustration of the waste land, in which the 

characters live: we encounter a "sudden iron nakedness" and "a jarring 

cadence of a man on foot." The distinctness of objects is merged and 

"fossilized" into a compilation of waste. 

The episode does not offer any sufficient explanation how this 

scene fits into the whole narrative curve. The scene is, at best, a 

crossing of various central themes of the novel. For the reader, the 

episode becomes a fragment of narrative debris, because we are not able 

to integrate this fusion of images into the whole hermeneutic order. The 

metonymic relationship between the passage and the entire narrative 

fails. Unattached narrative invasions in a system of narrative order 

relinquish the dictum that eventually every element of a narrative curve 

has to return into the cycle of the text. Narrative energy has been 

misspent, the narrative economy is endangered. 

In the libidinal system of the narrative, the narrator, who 

used to be a function of repression through skilful manipulation, has 

been transformed into an "uncanny guest." He increases the reader's 

awareness for authorial manipulation through the use of defamiliarizing 

narrative passages As an uncanny guest, the author questions his own 
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role in the construction of textual significance by challenging the 

governing assumptions at work in traditional intrusions. The boundaries 

between the uncanny and the familar become apparent, when the reader is 

estranged from the text. Then we witness ourselves as readers. The 

author has transformed his traditional task from the presiding spirit 

of the text into the role of a narrative stumbling block. The 

disconcerting narrator disrupts surfaces to open gaps and fissures, 

through which we can see the hollowness of the narrative economy. 

In general, the author refuses to reveal any information about 

the "persona" of the narrator. One might sense the narrator's attitude 

behind some passages. When we read about the "lonely height of passionate 

deformity", we can read outrage, pity, maybe nostalgia (JR 663) But from 

shifting perspectives it it impossible to extrapolate a coherent persona 

"William Gaddis" behind individual comments. Critics have pointed out 

that various characters bear biographical traits of the author.*4 These 

are obvious reworkings of personal experiences: Eigen is not 

identical with the author Gaddis has refracted his views on art over a 

whole group of characters. 

The author evidently has abandoned his position as the absolute 

origin of meaning in the text. Consequently, the text dispenses with 

The writer Eigen is connected again and again to Gaddis' life 
after the publication of his first novel The Recognitions (1955): like 
Eigen, Gaddis had to endure years, when the novel was not in print and 
hardly read at all. Like Eigen, Gaddis had to work in the advertisement 
business for a living. In his recent interview with The Paris Review 
Gaddis admits that these elements are "autobiographical." At the same 
time he explains that every writer reworks personal experiences into 
his work and that the only way to know Gaddis is to read all his books. 
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structures of the beginning, the purpose, the end: meaning. From such 

an insight results the conclusion that the text aims at a dispersal and 

postponement of palpable results of interpretation. Roland Barthes speaks 

to that topic in his essay "The Death of the Author" : 

Thus literature (it would be better, henceforth, to say writing), 
by refusing to assign to the text (and to the world of the text) 
a "secret," that is, an ultimate meaning, liberates an activity 
which we might call counter-theological, properly revolutionary, 
for to refuse to arrest meaning is finally to refuse God and his 
hypostases, reason, science, law. (Barthes 4) 

"The wise man is gone," which means that Gaddis has disposed of his 

authority over signification in the novel (JR 399). 

The reader gets entangled in an endless probing of the signified, 

which repeatedly postpones the arrival at comprehensibility. In the 

absence of interpretive help from the authorial figure, a reading of 

the text requires the autonomy of creative reading from us. With the 

obliteration of meaning, the authority of governing social institutions 

becomes questionable and fragile. 

Among the ramifications of writerly self-effacement, one has to 

mention the suspension of the writer's originality. The romantic idea 

of originality presupposes that the author is an absolute anterior and 

innovative source of the creative process. Gaddis has already critiqued 

this construct in his first novel, where he has Wyatt quote his old 

German teacher who calls originality "the romantic disease" (Recognitions 

95). For Gaddis' protagonist, originality assigns inflated powers of 

creative consciousness to the artist as the paragon for the human raceNo 

writer establishes an absolute first point, because each text is embedded 

into a whole labyrinth of other texts. To usurp oneself as an absolute 
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beginner means to marginalize and negate vestiges from other texts in 

one's own creation and to assert one's monopoly over value in the text. 

The novel shows a story as inevitably disintegrating into the 

infinite text of thriving textuality in the linguistic universe. Inter-

extuality in JR comprises all strata of culture Gaddis' selection of 

material from various cultural origins represents the plurality of popular 

influences to which the human being is exposed. Especially mail and radio 

constantly infiltrate the human being Learned allusions are frequently 

disfigured through misquoting. Unauthorized citations attack the book 

as a delimited space from all sides and turn the text into an eclectic, 

parasitical landscape that randomly holds together different sources 

(JR 486). Property distinctions have been utterly confused in mass-

culture. 

The notion of originality appears also as an ideolological 

construct to preserve the traditional author-function. Michel Foucault 

points out in his essay "What is an Author?" that the dominant bourgeois 

culture maintains the notion of the author as controller of a monolithic 

meaning in order to ward off the fear of other, more defiant fictions 

in the literary text. The literary author has been appointed a cultural 

place, where he may practice the fictive as a form of transgression 

within ideologically defined boundaries. 

Nevertheless, the author is preserved as the "principle of thrift 

in the proliferation of meaning," as Michel Foucault defines the status 

of the author in the same essay (Foucault 159). The realm of the fictive 

has been organized into a stubborn form, which is this novel. Even though 

the text resists easy assimilation and advocates the deferment of 



interpretation, Gaddis is liable for choices which demarcate him the 

regulator of the fictive. Gaddis' authorial decisions draw a line between 

the bound text and the uncontrollable wealth of meaning. In that way, 

we can uphold the author as a censor of meaning. Like those fathers in 

the text who have lost guardianship over their children after divorce, 

the author still carries "responsibility without authority" (JR 578). 

JR as a text "ends where most novels begin," which is to say 

that every remarkable theory has been thought already before the text 

begins (JR 248). Gibbs also calls his book an "everything's happened 

book about everybody knows"(JR 605). The form of the text, that Gibbs 

tries to write, calls into question the privileged status of the book 

among cultural artifacts If the book incorporates voices from mass-

culture's machines of legitimation, the boundaries between high and low 

culture dissolve into the endless text of culture. The book as 

communicator of ideas loses its uniqueness and becomes part of an 

equalizing cultural system Gibbs refers to his project as a handicapped 

case: 

Sixteen years like living with a God damned invalid sixteen years 
every time you come in sitting there waiting just like you left 
him wave his stick at you, plump up his pillow cut a paragraph 
add a sentence hold his God damned hand little warm milk add a 
comma slip out for some air pack of cigarettes come back in right 
where you left him, eyes follow you around the room wave his God 
damned stick figure out what the hell he wants...(JR 603) 

The passage attests a state of terminal illness to the book. This demise 

of the book is not only caused by Gibbs' inability to integrate the 

material, but also by the situation of art in culture, where the limits 

between the book and life get more and more invisible. Frequently the 

text refers to the conditions of the publishing market so that we are 



alert to the fact that the book is another reproducable factor of 

exchange, which is only validated by its profit. To speak with Walter 

Benjamin, one can say that the text loses its aura, "its presence in 

time and space, its unique existence at the place where it happens to 

be" (Benjamin 677). The book does no longer control the history of its 

own production and consumption in capitalism. 

At best, Gaddis'JR is a parody of a fictional creation, because 

the novel announces itself like any other book as a text being made by 

one author. But as we read on in the novel, we lose sight of recognizable 

authority which eliminates itself. Gaddis even mocks his own prior 

creation: the encyclopedic work The Recognitions. Gibbs' effort to 

publish an exhaustive study on the impact of mechanization on art is 

condemned to fail. He comments on his failure with "..must have thought 

I could, like Diderot good God how I ever thought I could do it.." (JR 

588). He resigns because the conditions he takes on to examine call for 

truly encyclopedic dimensions. Scraps from newspapers, fragments and 

notes reveal that His burden is that of a "bricoleur" who arranges the 

multiplicity of disparate signs into a new form. A project that Gibbs 

could not achieve was finished by Gaddis. The novelist himself gives up 

the project of the long novel with his next work Carpenters Gothic 

(1985). 

To play off Jacques Derrida, we could call the origins of 

narrative "under erasure" in JR. Gaddis' text critiques the tradition 

of patrilinear, genealogical and mimetic narratives as not being an 

adequate artistic response to the multifariousness of Postmodern reality. 

Instead, Gaddis tentatively works with a counter model to the myth of 
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classical narrative as conceived from an ultimate beginning. The question 

how "stories get started", which the opening of the novel poses already, 

will not find a conclusive answer. 

Gaddis returns to the anthropological genesis of narrative: to 

oral culture. In oral conversations, narratives are disseminated without 

real beginning, springing forth from inscrutable entanglements of 

narrative threads, as in the case of the Bast-story. Empedocles' myth 

of creation opens up a useful model to illuminate this emergence of 

narrative Narrative can be imagined as born from a dialectic where the 

One (form) and Many (the multiplicity of reality) are in a permanent 

strife with each other. In the text, Gibbs formulates this notion: 

When limbs and parts of bodies were wandering around everywhere 
separately heads without necks, arms without shoulders, unattached 
eyes looking for foreheads.. .Never read it? In the second generation 
these parts are joining up by chance, form creatures with countless 
hands, faces looking in different directions...(JR 45). 

Like the bodies of primordial creatures, the body of this text is 

fragmented and beyond economy. Elements are unattached, heads miss necks, 

parts are reassembled by coincidence. The body of the "novel" is 

recollected as an eclectic space of interpretation, in which the 

subversive disorderliness of stories undermines the generic conventions 

of the novel to the point when multiple different narratives fuse together 

into the one form again. The absolute first letter of the story can never 

be determined. 

The reader cannot dwell comfortably in the house of fiction as 

a shelter of meaning. The house of Bastes aunts is not to be found at 
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the end.15 jn his third novel, Carpenter's Gothic (1985), Gaddis suggests 

that this very house is a "hard house to hide in" (CG 228). The status 

of the signified has become so uncertain that the reader has to probe 

again and again the hermeneutic status of the text. The reader is 

involved in the delight of reconnecting, discarding and validating 

elements of the text. 

A quotation from Carpenter's Gothic may suggest more clearly 

how the house of fiction does not present the reader with a "vision of 

order," but envisions at best a rationale that makes reading still an 

attractive activity (CG 150): 

A patchwork of conceits, borrowings, deceptions, the inside's a 
hodgepodge of good intentions like one last ridiculous effort at 
something worth doing even on this small a scale, because it's 
stood here, hasn't it, foolish inventions and all it's stood here 
for ninety years...(CG 227/8) 

Even if it is doubtful whether "something is worth doing", even if the 

text provides only "deceptions" or "foolish inventions", what remains 

is at least the delight in the game of combining the "patchwork" of the 

text. Postmodern fiction renders itself as an eclectic diaspora of 

disparate elements which call for an attentive reader who is willing to 

create his own interpretation. This kind of text presupposes that a 

With the house of the aunts and the family-history of the Basts, 
Gaddis connects many echoes from another narrative, that thematizes 
problems of reading. Like Faulkner's Absalom. Absalom, the house of the 
aunts is an uncanny, dilapidated place, which is even boarded up at the 
end. The Bast-family is burdened by similar doom that befalls the Sutpen-
family: dispute of brothers over a woman, the incest-theme (Edward-
Stella), miscegenation (Nellie, the Indian and Thomas Bast), displaced 
women, who are waiting for the father to return. Gaddis seems to suggest 
in many distorted forms echoes from Faulkner's text as a romance of 
reading, which defies traditional forms of narrative reproduction as 
well. Like Absalom. Absalom! this novel advances via narrative 
dissemination. 
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writer should not be as suspicious towards his audience as the writer. 

Eigen (which means "his own" in German), who literally wants all meaning 

of the text for himself. Gibbs criticizes him for his distrust in the 

reader. For Gibbs the process of hermeneutics is a necessary exchange 

between the writer and the reader: 

-I hope every reader will, from this history, take warning, and 
stamp improvement on the wings of time problem most God damned 
readers rather be at the movies Pay attention here bring something 
to it take something away problem most God damned writing's written 
for readers perfectly happy who they are rather be at the movies, 
come in empty-handed go out the same God damned way what I told him 
Bast. Ask them to bring one God damned bit of effort want 
everything done for them they get up and go to the movies I mean 
I'm the one who told him about agape Bast, formulated the law of 
common foci did I tell you that?...(JR 289/290) 

If the reader is not willing to do his own labor for the disclosure of 

meaning in this novel, communication will be a one-way street: like in 

the movies, the reader is not commonly asked for active participation. 

Therefore, seed will fall on a barren soil, the reader goes out as 

emptyhanded as he came in "The writerly text" will not be possible. Only 

if the reader is willing to devote himself to reading with agape (maybe 

with passionate doubts), the work of hermeneutics can be rewarding. The 

reader will not learn to be happier, yet entangled in narcissitic 

pleasures divergent from our own life which may help us understand the 

complexities of our existence better. 

In JR the reader is very much called forth to contribute his 

share to the "corporate democracy" of the text (JR 49). Like every other 

act in the novel, even the hermeneutics of the novel is based on systems 

of exchange. The reader is for the game of deciphering a shareholder like 

the students of the class 6J. The Postmodern literary text might be in 

that way one of the few truly democratic artifacts in the "corporate 
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democracy" United States. In the process of creative reading, author and 

reader reach fleeting moments of hermeneutic community. The following 

passage from Absalom,Absalom may expound this relationship: 

That was why it did not matter to either of them which did the 
talking, since it was not the talking alone which did it, performed 
and accomplished the overpassing, but some happy marriage of 
speaking and hearing wherein each before the demand, the require
ment, forgave condoned and forgot the faulting of the other-
faultings both in the creating of this shade whom they discussed 
(rather existed in) and in the hearing and sifting and discarding 
the false and conserving what seemed true, or fit the preconceived-
in order to overpass to love, where there might be paradox and 
inconsistency but nothing fault nor false. (Faulkner 316) 

In Faulkner's novel, Quentin and Shreve attempt to reconstruct the life 

of Thomas Sutpen, condemned to fail as they are Author and reader of 

the novel JR may be in a similar position of common failure. Both are 

"sifting and discarding the false and conserved what seemed true or fit 

the preconceived." Yet it turns out to be impossible to "exist in" the 

telos of the text What remains is the corporate insight into a necessary 

faulting, because the origin of stories must be seen as "paradox and 

consistency." Doubts about the productivity of the interpretive adventure 

can only be "overpassed" by love or "agape," as Gibbs would say. 

The reader might be part of the impossible project to define 

Americanness in the 20th century. Reading the Postmodern text in such 

a way does not copy reality, but provides an alternative world where 

paralyzing conflicts of motivation may be suspended in the wasteful 

text. Even the reader can live with a "noble failure." The text 

recommends to achieve a fragile, temporary state of sublimity for author 

or reader by dismissing the quest for the recognizably human. The text 

allows for the joyful, relaxed indifference which comes from the readerly 

pleasures of imagining alternative, enhanced realities. 
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Only through creative combination is the reader able to draw 

meaning out of trash like a sorcerer or an alchemist, to use an image 

that Gaddis uses frequently in The Recognitions. Bast defines this 

formula in the following manner: 

I mean until a performer hears what I hear and can make other people 
hear what he hears it's just trash isn't it Mister Eigen, it's just 
trash like everything in this place everything you and Mister 
Gibbs and Mister Schramm all of you saw here it's just trash! (JR 
725) 

In the act of reading the reader has to actualize a whole view of reality 

and of his self. The reader discovers himself as a fundamentally reading 

self, as we can only make sense out of the trash in this book if we 

understand to read carefully signs scattered over the world. For that 

purpose he only needs those communicative skills which everyday life 

calls for. The reader refinds at best the fragments of a subject which 

is never fully present in the text. The pleasure of reading the text in 

this sense is founded on an economy of unmitigated desire for identity, 

on the renewed pleasure of refinding the already known. The novel asks 

for a reader who writes his own meaning out of the novel like an 

emancipated shareholder in the corporate American democracy of letters. 
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Gaddis never anwers the question whether anything is worth doing. 

He seems to side with the critic Alan Wilde in the sense that he sees 

the novelist as in a state of suspensiveness, trying to embrace the 

chaos of the contemporary world (Wilde 135). At the center of this novel 

we find the awareness of the subject being displaced from the processes 

of cultural production. As a radical cultural critic, Gaddis criticizes 

systems of exchange. Culture has plummeted into a state of sterility 

due to the fact, that all important forms of cultural exchange suffer 

from a remarkable division between signifier and signified. For Gaddis, 

cultural systems bear the intrinsic tendency to separate the use-value 

of a commodity from the exchange-value. As a result, material processes 

resemble the tautological self-sufficiency of infantile games. The 

individual has been entirely displaced from these games of exchange. 

The characters in the novel have to accept the fact, that they 

have lost an existential bondage to their familial origins. They have 

to live with parentlessness. The novelistic character has been 

substituted by textual functions which stand for cultural discourses. 

Literature has consequently lost its authorial subject who establishes 

the enabling impulse for all signifying structure. The novel now seems 

to be fathered by multiple discourses from various sources. 

Gaddis' approach to the novel istic genre is the parodic subversion 

of narrative tradition in order to replenish the novel with its original 

power. Gaddis experiments within the parameters of the traditional 

narrative in order to show that the generic norms of the classical 

narrative with its linear organization of time, a causal structure, and 
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a search for its own genealogical identity embedded in mimetic modes of 

representation restrict the infinite richness and multiplicity of the 

external world. The parody of these conventions reveals the origins of 

traditional narrative under erasure to unbury under the veils of 

narrrative illusion the original power of oral discourse as the instance 

where stories get started in their more human character. The force of 

the novel lies in the regenerative resurrection of those elements in 

reality, which bourgeois culture has suppressed from the surface of the 

linguistic scope: through Bakhtinian reversals, the novel reintroduces 

cultural diversity into the texture of mass-culture. The text here 

frequently violates criteria of traditional narrative economy, so that 

it expends for itself energy out of sheer pleasure of storytelling. 

Writers may still be motivated by a ferocious sense of spite or 

resistance. The entire tradition of the novel may be charged with 

misleading assumptions. By means of synthesizing traditional modes of 

narration and the experimental narrative, Postmodern writers can unbury 

through temporary disruption an omnipresent system of media simulacra 

and trivial representation. As the quotation from Carpenters Gothic at 

the beginning of this paper suggests, the novel has served its purpose 

for a long time and the intertextual "patchwork" is still a feasible 

playground for the literary fiction. The novel does not conceal the 

groundlessness of human subjectivity, it offers playful forms of encounter 

with a damaged reality, as if it were the "one last ridiculous effort 

at something worth doing." Under these circumstances the reader is forced 

to establish a very personal reading of the text which is strongly 

dependent on the individual communication history. Language is thus 
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called forth with all its rhetorical and contextual diversity. When the 

Postmodern text probes insistently the conditions of significance in a 

text, language becomes the problematic of writing. Only linguistic signs 

make fragile communicative business on the hole possible. 
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